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An Interview with the Provost of Sixth College
The theme, vision and purpose of the Sixth
College is suspect and seems to blatantly
underrepresent the problems that technol-
ogy presents us with as members of an
endlessly diverse community. This inter-
view with Provost Wienhausen reveals
two crucial issues concerning the focal
points of the Sixth College’s attention or
lack thereof to technology and its social
aspects: 1. the benefits and dangers of
technology are constructed through a mid-
dle-class lens, 2. there is a lack of concern
for the ever-widening gap in access to cer-
tain forms of technology among certain
groups of race and class. Sixth College’s
vision of trying to "help students to see
their own and other cultures not as givens,
but as products of this synergistic interplay
amongst art, technology and the human
adaptation," is glaringly absent from the
following interview. Instead of challeng-
ing students to examine their own lives
as constructed from classed, raced, gen-
dered and sexually oriented positions and
again challenging them to look at edu-
cation and technology as inaccessible to
certain peoples, Sixth College encour-
ages a self-examination, an almost insular
approach to self-reflection through tech-
nology that emphasizes issues of intellec-
tual property rights, privacy and business.

n|: What is the vision of UCSD’s new
Sixth College, and will there be room for
criticism of technology?
GW: ...You were concerned about the crit-
ical, you know, being critical about this

and 1 said that’s actually at the core of
what we want to do because we want to
enable students to live in a society that is
very much dominated and determined by
technology that for many of us looks like
a black box. Right? And so there are sev-
eral ways of reacting to this and one is
to either embrace it without really under-
standing what this all means, or to say all
this is evil. And I think if we really want to
graduate students who will become lead-
ers, and that’s I think what we have in
mind, right? We have to enable them to, to
understand the technology and have expe-
rience with the technology so that they
truly understand the big questions that we
are faced with. Privacy, right?
Let me also give you another example that
I wasn’t aware of until I talked to a person
in computer science, actually, who said
that ...even the worst thief, when he or she
breaks into a house, he or she knowg ...
that it is against the law. He said, we
are dealing nowadays with people who,
hackers who break in[to] your computer,
and think that that is just fun. They don’t
have a sense that that is unlawful. So I’m
not saying that we have to deal with new
ethics, because there should be nothing
new. The question is still the same, fight?
That somehow we don’t seem to have a
sense - I don’t know what happened ...
that we on one hand say that breaking
into a house is unlawful, but breaking into
somebody else’s computer is okay and
just fun.
So the professor was struggling with this

and he said, you know, we really need to
deal with these ethical issues ... And really
! was glad that he was talking about this
because, again, when you go to people
in computer science and think you only
have those nerds and you will be surprised
how much aware those people are about
the societal, sociological, cultural issues
that this technology is throwing at us. And
most of us are not aware of this ... So what
we have in mind is to talk about this, to
think about this, but what we also want to
do in the College is enable students to use
this really in their daily lives. Remember
that we also talked about digital literacy.
What does that mean? How do we teach
this? 1 need to be aware of this when 1
want to function in today’s world, right?
How important sound, how important a
picture is and what it actually does to me.
It is used as a rhetorical argument. 1 think
we cannot graduate students anymore who
can just write a beautiful paper. And so
I don’t have an answer to this, but that’s
what we have to deal with... I gave you
the example of you taking a picture of
me, and then doing something with it and
claiming that that’s how I spent my week-
end. And you know, you telling me that’s
artistic freedom, fight? I made up the story
and I say no this is, you are ruining my
name. See if I just talked about this in
class and I give people a paper, but if it
happens to me my gosh, okay?
So this is at the core of what we try to
do in Sixth College and the other thing
that we forgot - the art and the creativity. I

The New Struggle for Diversity
Q

Regent Ward Connerly, along with the
American Civil Rights Coalition, is pro-
posing an amendment to the California
Constitution that would make racial classi-
fication or inquiry unconstitutional in CA
public institutions. The proposed amend-
ment is called the Racial Privacy Initiative.
This initiative would make it illegal for
the UC system to consider the racial and
ethnic backgrounds of its applicants. Cur-
rently this information is used to ensure
the racial and ethnic diversity of the cam-
puses. Because this is being proposed as a
California Constitutional amendment we
are forced to address the previous state-
ments of the Supreme Court regarding the
value of diversity in education. As Justice
Powell stated in Regents of the University
of California vs. Bakke, "it is not too much

to say that the ’nation’s future depends
upon leaders trained through wide expo-
sure" to the ideas and mores of students as
diverse as this Nation of many peoples."
Removing the system that indicates the
racial and ethnic background of incoming
students is both disrespectful of diversity
and of the goals of higher education.

In 1995 the Regents passed two propos-
als, SP-I and SP-2, which stated: "Effec-
tive January 1, 1997, the University of
California shall not use race, religion;
sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin as
criteria for admission to the University
or to any program of study." Proposition
209, which ended affirmative action, was
passed just one year later in 1996. In the

Spring of 2001 both SP-I and SP-2 were
rescinded causing Atkinson to state that,
"This is a great day for the University of
California and the people of California."
The rescission of these measures were
meant to, "send a clear and unequivocal
message that people of all backgrounds are
welcome at the University of California,"
according to Regent Judith L. Hopkinson.
The proposal by Regent Ward Connerly
offers an interesting counter-position to
the praise of the rescission of SP-I and
SP-2. The attempt now seems to be to
remove all mention of race in order to
avoid any further discussion of affirmative
action or race-based consideration. The
effort to promote diversity, once praised
after the rescission of SP-i and SP-2, is
now being shoved into the waste-basket of
assimilation, instead of diversity, the ini-
tiative will attempt to place us all into a
melting pot, where race is no longer of
value, regard or consideration.

Regent John Moores also supports the
proposal and as of date, the President of
the Regents, Richard Atkinson, has not
stated his opinion on the proposed amend-
ment.

Here’s the pitch for the American Civil
Rights Coalition’s Racial Privacy Initia-
tive: "’Tired of being asked? It seems like
every time we fill out a government form,
the snooping bureaucracy wants to know:
"What are you?’ ’What’s your ’race’?’
Why should it matter to the government?
You can help California have the chance

to vote in the California November 2002
ballot to end the ’silly little boxes’ and pre-
serve our racial privacy by voter initiative."
These questions headline the organiza-
tion’s webpage dedicated to the campaign
for the initiative. What is frightening about
this pitch is that it tries to appeal to one’s
sense of privacy and disdain for govern-
ment intrusion. What it assumes is that
these questions are not for one’s protec-
tion, but instead for the snooping bureau-
crat who for some reason loves to know
your info. These "silly little boxes" help
protect our individual rights guaranteed to
us by the Constitution. Therefore, what is
the meaning of this initiative? Or better
yet, what is its history? The Supreme
Court of the United States recognizes that
the consequences of past discrimination
have not been undone. "If racial discrim-
ination was reconciled by the courts,"
according to Justice Poweli, "then they
would have to find new ways of review-
ing cases that have racial components."
Meaning that the impact of race is still
present in all levels of society, especially
in constitutional and legislative matters.
This initiative assumes that race, as a cate-
gory, is a nuisance, bothersome to the pro-
cess of admissions. In fact, ’silly.’

Education has largely been regarded
as a necessitating a heterogeneous envi-
ronment dependent for its value upon the
diversity of its students, faculty and pur-

continued on page 2

also, I believe art and creativity is not just
with technology and cultural expression.
1 really believe that how we identify our-
selves ... comes so often through artistic
expression, music, colors. Not the way 1
dress, but also how I decorate my personal
space. And I’m looking forward to have
students come to the College who help
think about what this means for them-
selves and how we can translate this into
community that is very active. And it is
a Sixth College community, but it is also
bigger than Sixth College; by inviting the
campus and by inviting the outside com-
munity to come to us and participate. 1
have no concrete examples because ! also
think for me this is a very rich, it’s a
rich theme that I think allows everybody
who comes in to see and interpret in a
different way. What we hope to provide
here at Sixth College is an environment
where different ideas and different inter-
pretations can flourish depending on, you
know, when the students are here and what
kind of students we get, we might see a
very different kind of Res. life activity,
student life activities, or programs that
students want to create. But I also think
that technology allows a form of artistic
expression that is new and that 1 would
like students to encourage to play with ...
1 think that statistics is obviously not my
strength, and I’m just kidding, but I just
look at home and I see how differently
the kids are using this and expressing
emotions and playing with this. And then

continued on page 7
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Letters... well, one
Dear New Indicator,

Thank you .[br your FebruaO, 2001
issue. It was enlightening. In reference
to "What is Fascism?" 1 question your
use of the word. According to the article.
"the veO’ paradigm of Fascism "is a state
which "’Emplo.~w the language of moral
supremaQ, to just(~., its brutali.tv, uses
deadly military and economic .[brce to
maintain world dominance, imprisons its
citizens.[or dissidence, oppresses its work-
ers into unorganized subservience, and
dictates the’ popular vote hy filtering
the inIormation accessible to the, public
thnmgh distribution channels under pri-
vate control," which sounds suspiciousl.v
like Soviet Russia--a decidedh, un-Fascist
state. What you "re described is a totali-

tarian state which is an em[ortunate touch-
stone r?[last century but not one invented
hv Mussolini or ttaro.’ Truman nor most
man(/(’st in the US. The tyrant (?[’the cen-
tury awards might.fi,ature (’astro, Sadaam
Itussein or Stalin (thO’ might even Hive
Mussolini a run.[or his mono,), but there,
~’ouhln ’t he many Americans there, (though
Governor (;~;orge Wallace certainO, (’omes
quickly to mind). So, call the US state
O,rannical, oppressive, callous and racist.
hut don’t use d(,[initional slight-of-hand to
convince us George 14~ Bush is Mussolini.

I would even venture the accusation
that vou intentionally misuse a loaded
term like "Fascism," to imply that the cap-
italist US state is the devil without having
to actually make or support the state-
ment.

I [ound it to be dishonest and manipu-
lative in ways that would make even Tom
Brockaw blush. Just an opinion.

Sincerel);
Levi Barnes

Dear Reader,

Thank you for taking the time out to
read and consider the article in detail. The
New Indicator Collective appreciates your
critical eye. Nonetheless, we disagree with
your points of contention. We will attempt
to address them as a totality.

You state that the description of Fascism
given "sounds suspiciously like Soviet
Russia - a decidedly un-Fascist state."
it is true that there are a lot of tactics
shared by Soviet Russia and the "classi-
cal" Fascist states. Indeed, every state that
has employed violence to accomplish its
aims (i.e., all of them) has a great deal
in common with the Fascists - and not
surprisingly, considering that imprison-
ment, censorship, and execution are obvi-
ous and effective deterrents against power
challenges. What the list of institutional
behaviors was intended to point out is a
common thread of hierarchical control.
The Fascist state’s choice of propaganda
(that of superiority), its imperialistic ram-
paging, its intolerance for organizational
structure other than itself, and its obvia-
tion of the popular vote are all integral to
its fundamentally pyramidal nature. None
of the items listed characterizes Fascism,
but together, they provide a rather effec-

tive litmus test for it.
An effective test must, of

course, fail when the government
in question is not Fascist. Your

example of the Soviets is a good one,
in fact. A problem arises almost immedi-
ately if you attempt to apply the condi-
tions to the USSR: it is not clear to whom
they should be applied, even at a specific
point in time. Lenin? Trotsky? Stalin? The
Party, which was often at odds with its
ostensible leaders? The Cheka, a brutal
secret police (and predecessor to the KGB)
that was essentially beyond the control of
the Party’? The kulaks, a powerful capital-
ist force within the peasant economy’? The
industrial unions who tbught the Bolshe-
viks tooth and nail in the early twenties?
Post-revolutionary Russia is a story of
competing forces vying tbr power, espe-
cially in its early days. They often shared
interests and tactics, but they definitely did
not fall into the sort of top-down power
structure inseparable from Fascism. Thus,
it is impossible to discuss their techniques
of oppression as a single political force.

Let us suppose, however, that there is
some over-arching power organization -
the "’Soviets" one can ask meaningful
questions of. Something like this is no
doubt possible, although the answers
are decidedly more ambiguous than they
would be for a strictly hierarchical govern-
mental system. Did the Soviets employ the
language of moral supremacy in their pro-
paganda? Certainly, an important recur-
ring theme was the moral supremacy of
Marxism and its derivatives over other
forms of government. However, the stress
was on the superiority of the political
system, not the people. In fact, much
use was made of the very real contrast
between the institutionalized racism pres-

. ent in capitalist nations and the relative
lack" thereof under the Soviet regime. Did
the USSR use deadly military and eco-
nomic force to conquer the world? Abso-
lutely, although one could argue that near
the beginning, at least, the focus was more
on ideological conquest than on literal
control - the ultimate desideratum of Fas-
cism. Did it imprison its citizens for dis-
sidence? Yes. Did it oppress its workers
into unorganized subservience? Yes and
no. At the time of the October Revolu-
tion, the soviets - workers’, peasants’,
and soldiers’ councils - were a central
driving force in precipitating governmen-
tal change, and controlled a huge portion
of the political capital Bolsheviks, Men-
sheviks, and others wielded against one
another. Over time, however, these more or
less independent bodies found their power
being devolved to the Party, sometimes
through bloody oppression and sometimes
through quiet absorption. Did the Krem-
lin dictate the popular vote by filtering
information through privately controlled
channels? They certainly did control the
flow of information, although their pri-
mary means of effeeting electoral out-
comes was the threat of violence.

The point of the preceding discussion
is to demonstrate the undeniable ambigu-
ity that arises when the conditions listed
in the article are applied to Soviet Russia.
They are not so ambiguous for pre-war
Germany and Italy, or, we would argue,
the current power structure of the Wash-

ington Consensus. Moral supremacy is
ubiquitous in Western propaganda, usually
in the form of prescriptions for "respon-
sible" replacements for foreign economic,
social, or political systems. The article
details the places where deadly force has
been used for the purposes of conquest -
usually the acquisition of economic con-
trol - by the United States and other
European powers. (The ostensible ideolog-
ical conquest of neoliberalism disguises a
demand for economic restructuring condu-
cive to appropriation of national resources
by wealthy corporations and individuals.)
The United States imprisons its citizens
in droves-- more than 2 million people
at last count, a fraction of the population
unrivalled on the planet. A majority of
the imprisonments is for engaging in eco-
nomic activities that do not fit into the
system of corporate capitalism - drug
trade, ignoring capitalist property con-
structions (i.e, "stealing"), and the like.
Does the U.S. oppress its workers into
unorganized subservience? Witness the
current, rather pitiful state of the Ameri-
can Labor Movement and its long history
of bloody and oppressive treatment by the
military, the police, and their faithful part-
ner, Corporate America. The U.S. gov-
ernment permits companies to threaten
its workers with their livelihoods if they
dare contest their paymasters, except for a
very narrow range of "’acceptable" forms
of protest that keeps unions just happy
enough to keep voting for the Democratic
Party. Finally, it is obvious that infor-
mation is filtered to us through privately
controlled media sources, since all major
news sources are corporations that have a
strong stake in a particular world-view.

As for your contention that Sadaam
Hussein is a candidate for Tyrant of the
Century, we agree that he has been ruth-
less to his people and the people of neigh-
boring countries. It is important to keep in
mind, however, that the weapons he used
against Kurdistan, lran, and Kuwait were
supplied by the United States for slaugh-
tering Iranians in the first place - and
that the brutal food and medicine embargo
against the Iraqi people ("Oil for Food")
that persists to this day has been spear-
headed by none other than Uncle Sam.

The article also never said anything
about G.W. being Mussolini - on the con-
trary, he’s just another bureaucrat serving
a much larger and more powerful political
machine, selected for his ability to carry
out institutional objectives effectively.

The United States is a smarter kind of
Fascism - one which co-opts that which
it cannot control. We encourage you to
read Howard Zinn’s People’s History of
the United States for a remarkable account
of the power organization of the U.S. and
its historical behavior as an institutional
tyrant. The inheritors of Fascism need
not be led by a single, bloodthirsty auto-
crat, and, unfortunately, that makes their
hierarchical nature less obvious and more
difficult to contest - and arguments con-
cerning their nature subtler.

"’Fascism should more appropriately be
called corporatism because it is a merger

of state and corporate power."
--Benito Mussolini

Diversity:
continued from page 1

o

suits. In fact, the second provision of the
rescission of SP-I and SP-2 states that,
"the University shall seek out and enroll,
on each of its campuses, a student body
that demonstrates [and] encompasses the
broad diversity of backgrounds ebarac-

teristic of Califomia." But this new pro-
posal would orase all racial classifications
making it impossible to ensure a diverse
student population and education.

References:
SP- I, SP-2, Spring 2001:
http://wwwuc°p’edu/uc°ph°me/c°mmserv/

access/propres.htm

Proposition 209:
http://www.cadap.org/text.html

Racial Privacy Initiative Proposal:
http://www.acrc I .org/rpi.htm

Campaign (5 reasons):
http://www.acrc I .org/rpi_campaign.htm

Petition:
http://www.acrc I .org/petition.htm

For more information please contact
Diane Schaehterle of the American Civil
Rights Coalition at 916-444-2278 or
feedback@acre i .org
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Inside the Concrete Box: Fascist ,a nitecture at ;,:hool
Touring your local university or high
school you may be surprised to find I~hs-
cism exists not only in certain policies,
but also in the architecture. That’s right,
fascism in the architecture. There is a
myth that modem architecture is a part of
a progressive movement that reflects the
advancement of democratic society. Cer-
tain works in modem architecture, how-
ever, are oppressive in how they limit
people’s behavior, and can be likened to
fascist architecture from the regimes of
Hitler and Mussolini. The quality of life
on campuses is lowered when people
are surrounded by these monolithic con-
crete structures, which are out of scale
with human proportion. Fascist architec-

.,ture inhibits privacy, the sense of owner-
ship, and individuality, all of which are
fundamental to a democratic society.
¯ This essay explains how |hscism found

its way into school architecture, with
particular attention to UCSD and Chap-
arral High School. These schools host
good examples of tascist architecture that
deserve critical examination, because these
thscist elements have a strong negative
impact on students’ personal liberties, edu-
cation, and psychological development. It
is also important to understand that there
are alternatives to designing schools, and
so this essay concludes with an analysis
of school architecture and design that pro-
motes democratic ideals.

An examination of |hscist elements in
architecture requires a brief explanation of
thscism as a sociopolitical phenomenon.
According to the World Book Encyclope-
dia, "[Fascism] involves total government
control of political, economic, cultural,
religious, and social activities" (Hurst 51 ).
Controlled by a dictator, fascist govern-
ments tbrce the individual to surrender
their whole being to the state. The belief
is imposed that by giving up control of
the self to the government, the individual
will be better off. "’Fascism is extreme
nationalism," comments Gary Vargas, his-
tory instructor at San Jacinto College (pers
comm 7 Nov 01t. The government pro-
cesses you tbr state approval and if you
do not conform ethnically, politically etc.
you face jail time, torture, and or execu-
tion. Secret police are employed to take
out any dissidents (Vargas). These tactics
result in an overall sense of paranoia in
the public. In a fascist regime, people lack
the fundamental rights offered in a dem-
ocratic society such as the right to pri-
vacy, free expression and ownership. So

¯ what does fascist architecture look like?
By first looking at architecture under tas-
cist regimes we will be able to understand
the parallels in our own arChitecture.

When Hitler rose to power in the 30’s,
so did the proliferation of neoclassical
architecture in his regime. Hitler’s archi-
tect, Albert Speer, designed many of
his classically-styled buildings such as
the proposed Berlin Dome (fig !) and
Zeppelinfield in MuniCh (fig 2). Hitler
embraced architecture that alluded to the
Holy Roman Empire, a past that his fol-
lowers never had. He fantasized this grand
past to promote a strong sense of national-
ism, to create a past heritage that would
make his rule legitimate in the eyes of
his tbllowers (Curtis 351 ). Modem archi-
tecture in Germany was already present at
the beginning of Hitler’s regime, and
so it was considered a social evil against
nationalistic ideals (Curtis 361). Any-
thing that was avant garde was considered
degenerate and foreign. This is why pro-
gressive schools of architecture such as
the Bauhaus were forced to relocate and
eventually close shop.

At the beginning of Mussolini’s regime
in Italy, modem architecture, particularly
a style called Futurism, was embraced.

Futurism’s characteristics were dynamic,
sleek and machine like. Futurism survived
because it reflected tascist llaly’s ideals
of revolution and progress (Hughes 92).
See the modem lines of the Fascist Build-
ing (fig 3). Much later in his regime,
after seeing Speer’s work, Mussolini
lbllowed suit with modem classically-
inspired buildings (Hughes 105). Projects
under Mussolini include the Palazzo della
Civilta ltaliana by Guerrini, Padula, and
Romano. Here tradition is inescapable, the
Roman architectural elements of the arch
and arcade are still present, but have been
reduced to simple forms (fig 4).

The architecture of Hitler and Mus-
solini share the element of Power. One
lhvored classicism and the other accepted
a more modern approach, but both shared
an affinity tbr buildings with monstrous
proportions that dominated the individual.
The Berlin Dome that Albert Speer pro-
posed (but never built), looks like the State
Capital building in Washington D.C. on
steroids; it shows the intended role of las-
cism in Germany, to intimidate and stamp
out dissent (Fig 1). The people look like
fleas crawling up the steps. Long corndors
and wide walkways are supposed to affirm
and direct you to the strength and power of
the state. This immediately sends the mes-
sage that your voice cannot bc heard, only
that of the one who is in power. Architect
and writer William Curtis has an excellent
description of thscist architecture, -Nazi
monuments were a bit like Hitler’s ora-
tory: tbrceful, repetitive, but ultimately
banal. They tended to deaden opposition
with statements of overwhelming contbr-
mity and force" (335). if we look at Albert
Speer’s Zeppelinfield (fig 2), it has perfect
symmetry and the columns are in formal
repetition stretching over unending length.
They stand in perfect line like the Nazi’s
army formation. The columns are like the
fascist symbol of bundled sticks, power-
less if only a few, but together in mass
numbers, unbreakable. Instead of columns,
repetition is represented in the architec-
tural element of the arch in the Palazzo
della Civilta Italiana (Iig 3). It carries the
same amount of weighted dullness and
authority of Zeppelinfield.

Through these characteristics of rep-
etition and large scale, the hierarchy of
power is established. The architecture dic-
tates bow you connect with other people.
People have no voice in such an oppres-
sive atmosphere and are at the command
of authority. So what is the connection
between thscism and modem architec-
ture?

Modem architecture, beginning in the
mid-18th century and catapulting into the
20th century, was based on breaking free
fi’om traditional concepts of design. Archi-
tects of the modem movement had many
different motives for this departure. Archi-
tects with socialist ideals wanted to create
an architecture tbr all people to enjoy,
not .lust tl~e aristocracy. Italy’s fascist
architects wanted a new architecture that
wo’.,id reflect their country’s revolutionary
goals. Remember that the tascist regime
of Mussolini favored modem architecture.
itughes points out that" modem architec-
ture has no particular political association
(97).

In Shock of the New, art critic for The
Times, Robert Hughes, argues that ironi-
cally, the over scaled neoclassical build-
ings that Fascist rulers admired found
their way into modem architecture across
the ocean to America, under the guise of
the "Architecture of Democracy’" 1108).
Some architects believed that architecture
should be reduced to simple lbrms with-
out the unnecessary details of moldings,

continued on page 4

figure 1 - Albert Speer The Berlin Dome

figure 2 - Albert Speer Zeppelinfeld,

Nuremberg, 1934

figure 3 - fascist building

llll
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figure 4 - Pallazzo della Civilta Italiana

figure 5 - Hayward Gallery, London

figure 6 - UCSD Library Walk

figure 7 - UCSD Library Walk

figure 8 - UCSD Geisel Library

figure 9- UCSD Geisel Library

figure 10 - UCSD Mandeville Center

figure 11 - UCSD Mandeville Center

figure 12 - UCSD Mandeville Center

figure 13 - UCSD Mandeville Center

figure 14- Chaparral I~k::jh School

figure 15 - Chaparral High School
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Architecture:
continued from page 3

l+’w/c,, acalnllus and arabesque designs
to nanlc a few. The}, saw beauty in pure
forln, in utilitarianislla. ]’hey had a nlorc
rational approach to design, one that was
based on logic instead of based on emo-
tions and sensuality (Hughes 165). These
concepts stem from the Bauhaus and inter-
national design of such architects as Le
(’orbusier, Gropius and Adolf Loos. When
fascism arrived in Germany many archi-
tects from the Bauhaus were forced to
relocate and so moved across the ocean.
Through their influence in the U.S.,
architecture began to take new shape in
America. hi the architects quest for pro-
gressiveness, important concepts pertain-
illg to the psychology of humans were
overlooked.

One version of a modem architecture
that came to America m the 50"s and 60"s
and that has fascist overtones is appro-
priately named Brutalism. The principle
is to show a brutally honest expression
of a building’s Inaterial and construction.
Sonic ctlaracteristics are exposed plumb-
ing, conduit, and above all massive planes
of tmfinished concrete (fig 5) (French
II 2). This cold and drab environment is
not one with which humans readily con-
nect with or hm, c a sense of belonging,
vet students are exposed to them everyday
at school. These buildings are concrete
ships hovering above nature and people,
and that inipact upon personal liberties.

Tile Ulli~ crsity of Calilbmia. San Diego
hosts prmle examples of brutalist thscist
architecture and design. These building~
~,ilently dictate Ilou, students and teachers
should behaxc. Tom Ncelcy of Nightcap,
a UCSD art magazine comments that
Library Walk is all elongated path which
was designed by t!(’SD phnmers as a
social gathcrillg phlce, but as he says "’they
do little to promote colnrnunity as few
people can take pride ill large express-
xva~s" <fig 6) <IOL People naturally form
conllnUlfilics but the school architecture
forces people to isolate themselves and to
keep moving. It is as though the univer-
sity does not want you to associate wilh
other mdividuals and form groups. They
lack connection ~ith their surrotuldings.

The trees alongside Library Walk are
in perfect line formation, like soldiers
aligned next to monotonously placed con-
crete blocks (fig 7). This unnattual fiwma-
tion looks like the trees are gettmg a dose
of discipline. ]his shows that nature is not
excluded from the hand of thscist archi-
tecture. There was not even an effort to
make their growth look natural.

I+ibrary walk leads you to Geisel
Library designed by William l.. Pereira,
FAIA (fig bl). It is an eight story concretc
structure unique fi:,r its dialmmd shape. Its
base looks like the ribs froln a skeleton,
x; here did all the wamlth and llesll go (fig
tit ’~ h ix IlO X~Olltter you do not see Ioo

man3 grt,up~ galhercd near this building
bccau,~c ut is alien and quiet.

l.ook ing at the architecture of Mande,,-
¯ ille (’enter. you would Ilexer guess it hosts
the Visual Arts Department and University
Art Gallery (rig 10). There is no indication
that creative minds are al work except tbr
the paint splatters on one wall. The first
ttoor, belou, ground level, is comparable
to an indoor prison gym, ideal fi~r playing
solitary hand ball (fig 13). Flow do stu-
dents get inspired in an area that feels like
they are being obser,,ed or watched from
abm,’e in their cells’.’ Maybe it is a good
tiling and what will come out of it is a
wealth of outsider art from student prison-
ers. It is lhscisl because the architecture
is designed so that expression of student
work is limited (fig 11,12). Second, it 
a conformist atmosphere. The diversity of

campus is not reflected m wall to wall
concrete. Are the bare walls supposed to
be art’.’ Is this post modem intellectual-
isnl? If this is the case, it is a pretty long
installation, isn’t it linl¢ tbr a change?

High school campuses are not excluded
froln fascism. With the trend of high
school shootings, there is an increased
desire tbr maxinnlm security - hence all
increase in architecture resembling max-
imum security prisons. Chaparral High
School’s architecture is a prime example
of the untbrtunate reaction to the trend in
school violence (fig 14 & 15). Belbre enter-
mg the campus one must pass through 10
ft high, floor to ceiling steel gates (fig 16).
Through these gates are 150 ft long cor-
ridors. Like spokes of a wheel these 150fi
long corridors all lead to the center admin-
istration building. (fig 17). The head office
watches over all of the classrooms fc, r any
suspicious activity. In actuality it inhibits
a sense of privacy and establishes a hier-
archy of power. This architecture sup-
posedly keeps kids contained inside the
building and ally bad kids out.

Comments from a student and teacher
are evidence of disgust with the campus.
Shayla Anderson, a junior, would like to
take the bars off" the gates and include
inorc ++ indows along the corridors because
the campus does feel closed off" +’It feels
like a prison!" were her first words. Mr.
Burdick who teaches at (’haparral. he
re’,ealed tile unfortunate nickname stu-
dents call their school - South Riverside
Penitentiary.

Why do we impose this prison archi-
tecture on our students who have commit-
ted no crimes? Prisoners have little if any
rights and their jail surroundings reflect
that. While high schoolers are not aflbrded
all tile rights ofa 2 I-year old. they should
not bc reduced to prisoner status. They
deserve some respect. Security guards and
teachers will bring up the idea that long
corridors are necessaD, for surveillance
and that such a layout v~ith high gated
entrances will reduce violence. However,
Peter Bauvelt, Board (’hairman of tile
National Association for School SatL’ty
states that there is no evidence of stoppmg
shootmgs li’oln the installation of security
devices. Daniel, a student at Chaparral,
believes that architecture is not a deter-
rent tbr ,~iolent people. If people are mad
enough they will erupt in any setting and
if motivated lind ways around security.

The architecture at (’haparral denies
students their rights to privacy and indi-
viduality, which is clearly lhscist. Gary
Vargas, who teaches night classes at Chap-
arral, says the school syslem is sellmg the
idea that this fonn of architecture is for
your own protection and tbr the benefit
of the entire school. It remind us of the
paranoia we have of students eruptmg into
violent outbursts. The architecture tells
the students that they are mad men and
wonlen that need to bc locked up and
u.atched. I1 rcilltorces the tL’ar thal sltn-
dents arc ticking time bombs read3 it+
explode at an,, minute.

l)ax id (’arter m t!m irollrnental Inter-
action cites ellxironnlental psychologist
Newman.-Clearly defined boundaries
between public space, semi-private areas
and private territory are essential for the
well being of inhabitants" (138). At Chap-
arral, students and teachers have given up
their private space because of architecture
that does not allow people to claim it as
their own. This leads to another poinl - the
importance of individuality.

Carter explains that privacy "includes
all behavior designed to set the individual
apart." Flow can students and teachers as
well as their individual classes set them-
selves apart in a homogenized setting (fig
17)’? They do not distinguish themselves
from being math, science, or arts centers.
There are no places to display student
work. These bare gray stUCCO corridor

walls are not easy to connect with because
they do not reflect tile diversity in all of
us. Just like at UCSD, even nature is put
into place like a machine, notice the strict
lillcar placement of trees <fig 17). Schools
are supposed to be institt, tions lbr higher
learnmg but what exactly are the students
leanlmg? The freedom of democracy or
the conformity of thscisnl?

There arc alternatives to lhscist archi-
tecture at school that we can embrace. San
Jacmto College serves as a good exam-
ple. Its open layout allows students and
teachers to feel like they are not under sur-
veillance (fig 18, 19). The buildings and
surrounding design is down to a human
scale that students can interact with. There
arc areas tbr privacy and lbr claiming ter-
ritory which are important tbr the well
being of individuals (fig 22). liven nature
is allowed some freedonl, as it isn’t con-
filled into concrete holes (fig 21). The
administration building doesn’t dominate
above all the others: each building carries
its own importance and uniqueness. The
architecture does not scream supreme for-
nlalism: it has curved areas, areas that
are unpredictable, asking you to linger
and socialize, to be a part of your sur-
roundings. All is not perfect, however, as
the school lacks public art works such
as sculpture or murals that could reflect
campus life.

The (’ha Cafe and other buildings that
make up the older section of U(’SD con-
trast greatly with the Bmtalist thscist
works on campus. All buildings that make
up the older part of campus are 2 stories or
lower, which does not overwhelm the indi-
vidual. Since they are made of wood, they
serve as immediate link to the warmth of
nature compared to the coldness of con-
cretcl Surrounded by scattered eucalyptus
trees, the Ch6 blends in harmoniously.
Ch6 Cafe is the only building on campus
with murals, and it represents progressive
ideals through this community art (tig 23
& 24). it speaks to people, unlike the quiet
walls of Mandeville. This shows that there
is actually warmth and prcsense of people
on campus. The architecture is a reflection
of Ihe people there and their democratic
ideals. The students who run the Ch6 are
active and equal participants ill their envi-
ronment.

Improvmg the quality of campus life
for UCSD starts with providing areas lbr
students and teachers to identil~, with their
space and set them apart. Their individu-
ality can be showcased in permanent dis-
play areas. At Mandeville (’enter. murals
can be painted by art students that would
reflcct the diversity of the campus. Student
art work can be rotated around campus.
To make them active participants of their
surroundings and to integrate nature with
the campus, a gardening club with volun-
teer students could plant trees and flow-
crs native to (’alitbmia. James T. ttubbell.
a local San l)iegan architect known tor
his organic architecture, cornlnents on
how we Call J+t.’cl COllnected It+ our sur-

roundhlg structures. Itc suggests thal xxc

consciousl~ use Inaterials that reflect a
hunlan touch Ol craftslllanship <2 Febru-
ary 2002 ). Instead olsonlething tnechani-
tally nlade ;rod placed such as the concrete
+headstones" of I,ibrary, Walk. why not
a mosaic put toggther by sludents that
people could walk on as they go to class’?

Chaparral high school rnust dcal with
balancing the safety and personal fi’ce-
dora of students. "l"his Call be achieved
by replacing or concealing concrete t;enc-
mg with dense trees, which would act as
shade for sun and privacy, and overall bc
more aeslhelically pleasing. A less cxpcn-
sivc option would be It+ have green space
inside campus, that means tearing at least
hall" of the concrete pavelncnt to have low
maintenance trees, bushes, and flowers in

continued on page 11

figure 16 - Chaparral High School

figure 17 - Chaparral High School

figure 18 - San Jacinto College

figure 19 - San Jacinto College

figure 20 - San Jacinto College

figure 21 - San Jacinto College

figure 22 - SanJacinto College
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AoS. reforms student organization funding guidelines
ex-A.S, officer explains why it’s not enough

With the AS election only a month and a
half away, the graduating members of the
current council ought to be preparing their
good-byes, so-longs, and parting shots.
Continuity in the representative student
government of UCSD is a sparse thing,
and alumni involvement is rarer still. Much
depth of understanding is lost or worse:
students often are asked to rely on admin-
istrators to provide historical perspective.
Consider the frequent clashes between
student and administration interests, and
the maxim that the history is written by
the winners. With this in mind, it should
be clear that AS officers responsibilities
do not end when the diploma arrives. So
when the current AS council approved a
major change in the AS bylaws regarding
student organization funding, we asked
Matt Powell, last year’s AS Vice President
of Financial Affairs to comment.
MP: The Associated Students recently
passed Bill 167, a legislation reform bill
submitted by Sierra Catcott, Jeff Dodge,
Kevin Hsu, and Sam Shooshtary. I was
the AS Vice President of Finance before
Sam Shooshtary, the Associated Students’
Financial Controller the year prior to that,
and the principal funding officer for two
student organizations in my first two years
at UCSD. As a result of all of these experi-
ences I have a privileged position as far as
understanding UCSD’s financial process
and legislation.
nh Can you explain the new legislation in
lay terms?
MP: The new legislation changes the stu-
dent organization funding advisory board
(SOFAB) from consisting of senators 
seven students from various student orga-
nizations. They will be appointed by
the Associated Students President, VP of
Finance, VP Internal and some council-
elected committee co-chairs to serve from
one Spring quarter to the next. The groups
represented will include seven out of
nine sub-divisions: Academic/Educational,
Political, Greek/IFC/Panhellenic, Cultural/
SAAC, Religious, Pre-Professional/Health
Professions, Social, Recreation, and Ser-
vice.
nh So what do you think of all this?
MP: After reviewing Bill 167 I was struck
by a number of serious issues that this new
legislation raises. It is intended to give
student organizations more autonomy as
far as their funding is concerned. While
good in principle, this bill is a poor execu-
tion of that ideal.
ni: A total failure?
MP: To be fair, the bill has a number
of qualities that are to be commended.
As opposed to the previous system, the
new one has students from organizations
making the recommendations for fund-
ing.
nh Have there been problems with includ-
ing student organizations in the past?
MP: One of the major criticisms of the old
system was that it had people who were
not necessarily directly involved in student
organizations making decisions with hun-
dreds of thousands of student dollars. On
the surface, this new legislation addresses
this problem by using members of the
organizations to be funded. The problem
is, though, that these representatives are
appointed by a core group from the AS
Council who, again, may have no direct
involvement with student organizations
themselves.
hi: AS often has trouble filling appoint-
ments--do you see that effecting this pre~
gram?
MP: In addition to perpetuating the prob-
lem of decisions being made by those who
do not neces~rily have direct, relevant

knowledge, the appointment process adds
potentially negative complications. There
is nothing in the legislation to say that
the applicants must have the endorsement
of any additional organizations from their
area (e.g. an applicant from one recre-
ational club that the other recreational
clubs may not even know is applying gets
an appointment that implies "representa-
tion" of the other recreational, clubs).
nh The legislation doesn’t address that?
MP: In fact, there is nothing in the legis-
lation that requires the applicant to have
endorsement of his or her own organiza-
tion. Taken to a logical conclusion, this
problem could lead to a SOFAB board of
enthusiastic, convincing, and completely
uniformed people playing with more than
two hundred thousand dollars. The worst
case scenario would be a board full of
people with ulterior motives, biases, and
the implicit authority of being the sole
representative for a substantial group of
organizations.
nh In that scenario, is there any recourse
for students?
MP: Another problem is the removal of a
person from that representative role. Short
of waiting for the person’s term to end,
organizations are not afforded any explicit
means of addressing misrepresentation. To
be fair, this concern was valid within the
old system, but then the person in question
was a senator elected by the university-
wide vote. In this case, an appointed rep-
resentative who does a poor job may go
unchecked for the length of his or her term
if there are no groups informed, vocal, and
patient enough to push changes through
the AS red tape.
hi: Speaking of elections, what are the
implications of this legislation for student
organization involvement in the upcoming
AS elections?
MP: This recent bill has many implica-
tions for the upcoming elections. In this
new system many of the top positions,
such as President, VP Finance, and VP
Internal have a direct role in picking the
representatives who will make the finan-
cial recommendations for student organi-
zations. While every year candidates meet
with many organizations and promise to
do their best to support those they meet
with, this year there exists a distinct pos-
sibility for candidates to make promises
of appointments in exchange for votes or
endorsements.
nh Do student organizations usually
endorse candidates?
MP: While organizations traditionally have
not been very partisan, allowing individ-
ual members to make independent deci-
sions, this will likely change as groups
feel they may be rewarded with a very
influential appointment.
n|: Is that ethical? Or against AS policy?
MP: While it is each organization’s pre-
rogative whether or not to endorse a can-
didate, slate, or party, the potential for
what is fundamentally a bribe makes all
such endorsements suspect. As such, Bill
167 taints all such interactions between
candidates for executive positions and stu-
dent organizations - a connection that-
should remain open, objective, and free
from suspicion. Students have the right
to trust their funds to a government that
is not tied to unfair obligations incurred
while campaigning, but under the new leg-
islation there can be no real assurance of
this fact.
hi: A major part of the student organiza-
tion bureaucracy is the role played by the
SOLO advisors, who are non-student full
time employees, and are the major point
of contact between many student orga-

nizations and the AS and the University
Administration. How will the advisors be
effected by this legislation?
MP: The biggest concern as far as SOLO
advisors are concerned is the role they
could potentially play in advising the
selection committee. They would, in all
likelihood, be consulted by the committee
as a reference, and this would create an
opportunity for personal bias to enter the
process.
nl: Are there incidences of bias?
MP: A number of different organizations
have experienced the personal bias (both
positive and negative) of advisors, but
under the old system this was never worse
than an inconvenience or better than a
slight time-saver. Under the new system,
if a highly qualified applicant was not in
the good graces of a given advisor, the
advisor’s influence could eliminate that
person as a candidate.
The reverse of that situation could easily
be imagined. If an unqualified applicant or
worse, one with strong biases, were well
liked by the advisor, an appointment could
be made that negatively affects hundreds
of students. The fact that advisors are paid,
non-student staff only further complicates
the fact that this system uses "representa-
tives" chosen by a non-representative pro-
cess.
ni: This way this new system divides rep-
resentation between SOLO categories sug-
gests that each category is in competition
with the others. Where do these categories
come from?
MP: A long time ago SOLO divided stu-
dent organizations into several groups and
appointed advisors over each group. This
set-up allowed advisors to become more
knowledgeable in the concerns directly
related to their sub-division of groups.
The new legislation maintains these divi-
sions, and rightly so. Each category con-
tains groups that tend to put on the same
type of event (e.g. sports clubs needing
to use RIMAC or a field, social groups
reserving large rooms on campus, educa-
tional groups bringing in speakers). While
there is obviously a lot of overlap between
groups and events (e.g. a sorority putting
on a sports event), the majority of events
fall within a fairly common set for each
sub-division. Due to this fact, the con-
tinued use of these divisions within the
new representation system makes sense
for two reasons. The first is best given by
example. The sports representative would
be more likely to know if another sports
organization’s request is accurate or rea-
sonable based on past experience with
similar events, as would each of the other
categories. The other main advantage to
this division is that some of the various
sources of funding within AS are marked
specifically for events within those catego-
ries (e.g. sports, cultural, etc.). The main
concern is that the legislation only requires
seven representatives out of the nine cat-
egories, effectively eliminating any repre-
sentation for about twenty two percent of
the organizations up for funding.
nh What happens if a few of the seven
form some kind of faction?
MP: One valid concern is the potential for
a group of students from various organi-
zations to align in such a way as to try
to dominate the funding committee. While
this scenario is unlikely, it is not wholly
impossible. The selection committee has
no way to know what ties a student might
have that he or she neglects to bring up on
an application or an interview, and there
are no explicit means of removing a repre-
sentative who would abuse the system.
nh So you see a remote but definite oppor-

tunity for some kind of unfair deal-mak-
ing between representatives?
MP: 1 believe there are few people who
would be capable of the subtlety necessary
to sway the votes without being obvious,
but having met with hundreds of student
organizations and representatives I know
that there enough people to stack a com-
mittee who would make extremely con-
vincing applicants, yet incredibly unfair
representatives.
nh Are there other avenues abuse might
take?
MP: A much more subtle form of abuse
is more likely. Once representatives are
chosen, the groups that have connections
with those representatives -- personal
friendships, co-sponsored events, or any-
thing else -- will undoubtedly benefit from
the process.
nh Any guesses as to which groups will be
treated best?
MP: Which groups those will be depends
entirely on who the representatives are.
However, certain groups are likely to be
at a severe disadvantage in this process.
Newer groups, many of which have fresh
ideas and innovative events that would
truly benefit the campus, will probably
see less funding because the board will
simply be unaware of the group. This dif-
fers from the old system because many
new groups meet extensively with the VP.
Finance who can see to it that the board is
adequately informed.
nh You’ve raised several significant con-
ceres that this legislation does not address.
What changes would you recommend to
further improve this new system?
MP: The first major change that should
be made is to create a representational
system of nomination. A special meeting
should be held by all organizations within
a specific category, and each student orga-
nization should be allowed two voting
members. At this point anyone from the
organizations would be able to apply, but
these candidates would be voted on by the
body of members to come up with two or
three official nominations to be given to
the selection committee. While not a flaw-
less system, at least this would lead to a
more representative board.
nh What else’?
MP: The second change would be imple-
menting a method for removal from office
that is up to the organizations, not the
Associated Students. This could be another
vote by the same group as before, or it
could be a similarly constituted group
called together by a petition signed by 15
or 20% of the principal members of all
groups from that category.
nh That seems to address both the prob-
lems in the AS appointment process and
the potential for bias coming from SOLO
advisors. What about the potentials for AS
corruption?
MP- Election by-laws should be reconsid-
ered, specifically outlining that proposi-
tion of votes in return for appointment,
whether explicit or implied, would be
grounds for immediate removal from the
election or office.
nh So, in conclusion, you think this legis-
lation can be made to work?
MP: Overall, Bill 167 is a well-intentioned
attempt to address some of the issues with
the old funding system. However, it falls
short in the execution of many of its ideals
in ways that are potentially harmful to stu-
dent organizations.
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Tales of a Sapphire Queen

"’()oh girlfriend, look at you, whatchu
doin" here’? I never seen you up in here
beiore."

"’Oh hey girl, your outtit’s fly. 1 just
rolled up in here on that token ride trip
and I’m here to get my TA’in" on."

"’Oh really, what’s your name den?’"
"Last name Venus, first name Hotten-

tot. I’m "bout to turn this place out ya
know. Get to know the ladies, break a few
hearts and to school this matha, since I’m
the only "real" sista up in here ya know. I
have to live up to my expectations, like the
tales of a sapphire queen, knawimine? I’ve
heard mad stuff about this place, people
be up in each other’s business and the like.
Feels like dis is the spot. After all, after
that first TA meeting, boom, I got folks
peaked. Like, ’who’s dat girl and all’. It’s
only the first week.

I’ve got my eyes set on a couple a
honeys. Like Dat one over there, that tall
blonde cutie you see. What’s her name
girl’?"

"Oh yeah her, her name is Stacy. Don’t
mess with her girl, her man’s overdere."

"Hmph, I’m not sweatin’ him, I’m
fittin’ to give her the full lesbian experi-
ence. She won’t know what to do wid dis!
Now tell me, how "bouts that honey over
there, you know a sista needs a little Asian
persuasion once in a while!"

"’Oh dat girl right there, her name is
Mutya. You best be careful with her, she’s
got a lot of partnas. They be watchin out
for her ’n stuff. And besides, not just any
person can flip her switch. She’s serious,
but she’s also known for her mad jokes,
knawimine?"

"’Yeah, whatever. A bitch is a bitch and
1 can flip any bitches switch. It just takes
a little bit of Maxwell with a simple kiss
and den boom! I’m not worried Attall.
I just need a little time, some Divaness
and we’s good to go. Besides these people
know who I am. They see me comin’ a
mile away. Fro faded, tits jaded, booty
never wayladed. I gots my stacks and 1
know my niggas got my back. After all this
is my mission, to kiss, blip and dismiss the
honeys. To reinforce the myth that black
women need sex like money. They need
to know who we be from the jump. Wha-
tchout! Say somethin’! You know I aint
frontin’. I got my shit out dere for every-
body to see. It’s all about getting" dat nut
"cause these damn tricks are not for kids.
They’s for me to handle. Because 1 am a
freak.

She must be a freak. Black
woman walkin’, talkin’ with her hips,
pursin’ her lips. Fro fine, curves defined,
parting the wind as she moves on in. Into
the lives of people, not so familiar with
the likes of her, but she is fine and sweet
as wine. She’s brown all over, reminiscent
of coco butta. A hypnotic fragrance mixed
with vanilla and brown suga. She saun-
ters through the halls, pleated slacks, fully
stacked, not market bought and a smile
that can’t be taught. She must be a freak;
she’s a black woman walking.

"I don’t know, but check her out. She
can’t be up to no good...even he’s got a
wood.9’

From the looks of her, she seems to
know no fear. If you get too close you may
surely shed a tear. Because after all, this
freak of the week works on all kinds. She
twists the minds of unsuspecting foes and
then drops them with their luck, surely
she’s a ho. She’s up to no good, which
is only part of being misunderstood. But
nevertheless, we must warn the others, for
they’re all possible lovers.

This rendition of a Black woman walk-
ing onto a college campus as a new
employee may be a little overboard in
its delineation, but it is reminiscent of

the subtle ways that these stereotypes
inform our interaction, or non-interaction
with a new face on campus. Not for a
moment will I pretend that this manifesta-
tion referred to above is without its deep
truths. It must be called out if we are
to seriously consider what it means to
unlearn our own racism. Especially, when
the battle is to fight tor adequate rep-
resentation in academia, which in my
experience and through the changes in
curriculum is an ongoing process. Mean-
ing, without prompting, some of us know
the reasons why Blacks remain virtually
invisible. However, when there is unex-
pected visibility of one or a few it renders
a certain surprise, whether we are ready to
admit this or not. Imagine the questions:
who is she? What is her story? And man,
how did she get here? Is she a product
of the affirmative action package? This
is that tricky space where we spend so
much time thinking and theorizing about
race, but when the challenge of relation-
ship arises there are no practical tools to
rely upon, such as a simple introduction.
In turn, it becomes easier or just common
place to talk about who she may be sleep-
ing with. With this in mind, 1 want to
locate this discussion particularly to the
visibility of Black women in the academe
by virtue of their sexuality. 1 think it is
important to deal with the difference in
gender and sexuality in that to talk about
Black subjects often brings us to imagine
Black male suffering and discrimination
without considering the specificity of how
Black women interchangeably experience
racism and sexism. In our seminars, social
circles and with our professors this con-
versation of how to imagine Black women
may not be new, but we still act and
respond in old ways. Maybe we consider
ourselves removed simply because we are
thinking about race in "radical" ways. Or
maybe we feel removed, because some
of us are not white. But no matter the
recourse, how does it effect our behavior?
I want to call attention to the necessity of
remembering the work. To do, what Toni
Cade Bambara calls, "the work of trans-
formation," by holding to both its opti-
mism and ruthless vigilance.

The moment of this burden rests with a
pressing question that has stayed with me
since I have begun the process of coming
out, What does it mean for Black women
to have sex? And most importantly, what
does it mean to work against stereotypes
about Black women, such as the wanton
sapphire, and to still be able to have sex?
This leads me to consider what represen-
tation holds. For example, together with
a particular aesthetic, sexual deviance can
be an unquestionable assumption that fol-
lows Black women. I am specifically refer-
ring to the Hip Hop video girl image that
promises to sexually stimulate as well as
to confirm Black women’s interest in per-
forming sex. We can easily think on the
style in which some Black women choose
to dress. Processed hair, tight jeans, hip
boots, and a collage of earthtone colors
contoured to her body with bright silver
jewelry set on the skin in ways that can’t be
matched. She is sexy, hot, catches eyes
and prompts repulsion or desires that has
everything to do with how she disrupts
agreeable space. If her dress and do is
fitted enough, you may expect her to take
you home, but not to help you with your
homework. For this woman to have sex, it
is wrapped up in stories long riddled with
historical implications and, well, let’s face
it, the expectation that she is doin’ it with
somebody. There isn’t much mystery in
dealing with the like, because the stage
has already been set for her role in life, no
matter what her life choices are. This is a

story my sister can tell over and over, even
though she has her Masters degree. This
expectation of the wanton Black woman
was again confirmed when a colleague of
mine, who is a white male, once said,
"you don’t expect the video girl to teach
at a University, it’s the afro, dreadlock
wearin’ sista" that you expect." But what
if the aft’o, dreadlock wearin’ natural sista
is a lesbian? Does she maintain her non-
threatening asexual position necessary to
take her serious in the classroom and
among co-workers? Can she still help you
with your homework, or should Mutya
beware? No matter the aesthetic choice or
politics surrounding Black hair, a queered
Black woman’s body is dangerous, and
probably unimaginable. This is not to
privilege one aesthetic over another and
to claim that a particular representation
deserves more respect than the other does
by stating that only a "natural" Black
woman can earn higher education degrees.
After all I am only talking about the differ-
ence between myself (afro/political sista)
and my twin sister (processed hair/R&B
girl) who’s intelligence is continuously on
trial just as much as mine. The issue is
the visibility of Black women by virtue
of their sexuality, or in some cases their
a-sexuality. 1 am interested in compli-
cating an already baneful problem by stat-
ing that relying on stereotypes to deal
with Black women’s homosexual sexual-
ity only confirms the investment in imag-
ining Black women as sexual predators
and the duality in which Black women
are assigned to. Also, I am only treating
two styles that are confined to what some
would painfully call the "femme" posi-
tion, because to deal with the complexity
of different identities a lengthy discussion
on different sexual identities would have
to follow. I am simply relying on dichoto-
mous generalizations about Black women
in order for us to engage in different ways
of thinking about racism.

This duality of representation is what
I consider the two spaces in which Black
women are allowed to occupy in the cul-
tural imagination. For instance, the first
representation is the one I referred to
as the video girl image, which can also
be the ghetto fabulous Versachi/FUBU/
Hillfiger image. She is heterosexual, a
seductress whose sexuality is, as bell
hooks claims, "undesirable in the conven-
tional sense,..but gains attention when it is
synonymous with accessibility, availabil-
ity and sexual deviance." She is also a
wild woman who may possess some gift
such as voice, poetry, voodoo or dance,
but this would not measure as intelligence.
This contemporary cultural image is con-
sistent with, "a narrative of sexualization
disassociated from whiteness." Meaning,
this narrative is part ofa 19th century past
which created racist images to make dis-
tinctions between a female body who is
black and body who is white. This was par-
ticularly important considering that black
women’s bodies served as commodities.
Therefore, in order to make sense of their
function and position a racist/sexist con-
struction of their sexuality was necessary
to justify the treatment of Blacks. This
space proves to be considerably difficulty
to occupy, since this is not the girl who
teaches sections in the University.

The second representation is the politi-
(fized one. It is the position I seemingly
occupy, given my Afro and visible pres-
ence on campus. The only misdirection is
my serious Hip Hop tendencies, but even
that can become academic. This repre-
sentation holds the auspice of resistance.
It also conveys the message that I am
perhaps more serious and smarter than
the ghetto girl, and that, although I have
access (since Blacks are often classed by
their race), it is contingent on some great
feat of personal triumph. In short, the
privilege of this assumption allows me

to justify my voice by virtue of my hair
choice. The problem, like the video girl
position, is that it is still dependent on
old narratives. This narrative embodies
the "mammy" image, who is wise, nur-
turing, caring and most of all strong. The
contemporary version is the strong black
woman "oprahite," who has the capabil-
ity of advancing in society and gaining the
respect of her peers given that she remains
a-sexual. Each representation is internally
and externally policed. The disruption of
these two spaces may prove to be emotion-
ally difficult, taxing, and most importantly
it may simply just go unnoticed. Also,
among Black women, the policing can
be harsh since there are definite rewards.
We simply seldom stop to consider our
own internalized racism. However, it’s the
common place, everyday external racism
that primarily informs the ways we look
at, interpret, and then relate to Black
women in the academe. Racism provides
that jump from noticing Black women’s
presence to talking aboiat them without
any personal information, because this
information has already been provided for
you through a long history of subjuga-
tion.

So far 1 have talked about the invis-
ibility and visibility of Black women in
the academe through two general repre-
sentations. 1 have argued that both these
positions have a history and that racism
informs them. Meaning, both representa-
tions are colonized positions. They speak
to the very ways we are unable to imagine
Black women as multiple, complicated,
individual, and collective subjects. Also,
even though a racist paradigm informs
these two polarized representations, they
both rely on heterosexual norms. As for
the video girl, the display of her hetero-
sexuality can easily be marked. In a sense,
her choice of clothing and hair wear serves
as the text to read in the stereotypes. In
the same vein, "afro sista" can be easily
read as an a-sexual being who gets her ful-
fillment through the joys of political resis-
tance and teaching her children in section.
But how do you read a Black lesbian?
How does she disrupt and then again reaf-
firm that all Black women are untrust-
worthy? Even though a Black lesbian slips
through both positions and has to work
from different internal responses, such as,
"does this outfit make me look butch?,"
racism still insists on the categorization of
Black women. Her body is thrown right
back into the paradigm after a momen-
tary slip, but this time her sex is a bit
more overwhelming. Especially, if she is
the politicized one who is allowed visibil-
ity on college campuses. Her visibility on
a campus assumes that somewhere merit
came into play, which follows that she
may be "smart," or deserve to be there.
In which case her a-sexual status goes
right out the window and she becomes the
new sexual predator. Even more danger-
ous than the girl we pretend not to see on
campus because she is smart and has the
tendency to speak. But let’s also take note,
if the video-girl comes out, God help us!

My point is this, that although these
dual positions are strained by heterosex-
uality, racism is the sounding board in
which we contemplate, imagine, interact
and talk about straight and queer Black
women. It’s a sort of language that goes
unquestioned like a knee jerk response
that is so natural that even when called out,
we become invested in explaining away
our racism by pointing out other people’s
dysfunction. I’m talking about the mani-
festations of rumors. Buzz talk that keep
our ears peaked and interests fed. Rumors
about Black women feed off our blood.
They drain our spirits and disrupt the
very effort we engage in to survive.
Black women are not responsible for your

continued on page 8
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my middle son is...[she talks about her
three boys as models of the Sixth College
students]...! would like students to use
this, as a way of expressing themselves.
One of the ideas we are tossing around is
to ask students to do a history of their first
year here by using images and basically
creating an electronic portfolio. You know,
taking pictures and reflecting on this and
seeing how they changed and how they
developed. And I believe that this medium
allows possibilities that, you know, just by
writing we wouldn’t have.
So these are just ideas. Nothing is cooked
yet, because I mean what 1 said and that is,
if we want to create a community then we
have to allow the group for which we want
to create the community to participate and
they are coming in Fall [02]. We can only
do that much and we can create a frame-
work and then we have to see what are
the students doing with it, and we have to
listen to them, itgs very important that we
I.isten to our students.
ni: Will [the students] be part of the cur-
riculum decisions?
GW: So the college, you know we have
the core sequence, and when they come in
Fall we have to have something for them...
So then what I envision is, yeah, again
we are listening to the students too, and
say what worked what didn’t work, what
should we change? You know, the third
quarter which is the one for the core
sequence where we have will be a very
interesting one, if we can pull it off, where
we want that students work together as a
team, and where we hope that they go out
in the community and identify communal
issues that they believe are big enough
and interesting enough and issues that will
shape the future of this community...And
then we ask them, report about those
issues, deal with those issues, how would
you represent those issues? So that every-
body understands why they are important
and how they are important ...
... So I can actually see very different ways
of dealing with that assignment. And one
would be to come up with a short play,
where .I would um, present, represent an
issue in a very artistic way. And for stu-
dents to understand that artistic expression
is a very important possibility of talking
about and making people aware of a social
issue, a racial issue...So those are big ideas
that we have and I do not know when real-
ity takes place, and when we think of that,
I do not have 10 students I have 300 stu-
dents, how do I deal with this? Some, times
the biggest and brightest ideas just, you
know, you say 1 could do this for 30 stu-
dents but can I do this for 300 students?
But we really want to also rethink, how
do we teach in the core sequence? You
know, if we complain about the fact that
students cannot work together or that they
cannot communicate or that we limit how
we communicate to just one form and not
allow a variety of methods and forms. So
if we are serious about addressing this,
how do we design a curriculum th~/t allows
students to practice those kinds of skills?
I don’t have an answer to this so I just ¯
tell you that we have big ideas and I can
also tell you that I’m excited about the
people we hired because I think they are
willing to engage, not only, they signed on
because they want to think about this and
they want to see what can we actually do
within a university as a small unit...
nh Do you have a list of the faculty that
have signed on?
GW: Well, you have met Hillel Schwartz
who will be critical because he is the
Director of the core sequence. And as the
Director of the core sequence he will help,
and ! have to be very careful, because

he will not tell faculty what to teach in
those different quarters, but we have to
help faculty to think outside the box and
present the material not just in the usual
way. Meaning, if we want interactions and
engagement inside the classroom, how do
we achieve this with a hundred students’?
So we need people who are willing to
think about this and he needs to be the
person who can pull this out of them
and can keep them excited. He will also
teach, but he also needs to keep the fac-
ulty engaged and keep the faculty cre-
ative and excited. He will orwe have hired
two members of the so-ca!led writing pro-
gram and the writing program is really too
narrow a description, because 1 think this
is the curriculum support program, this is
the group that thinks about how we teach
digital literacy what does this mean. What
kind of assignments do we need to give
the students, how do we support the stu-
dents to do this? How do we train TAs to
do this?
So all of this needs to be developed by Fall
[’02]. So, and then we have faculty who
signed on to teach in the core sequence,
and then we have faculty who have signed
on to be affiliated with the College and
we want to create programs and special
seminars that allow those faculty to inter-
act with the students. And we have some
ideas there that are very much uncooked,
but um, probably too uncooked to talk
about. But maybe come back in a year
and then we’ll show you what we have
done because, um, what really amazed me
was when you talk to faculty, and often
you hear at UCSD here that faculty is not
interested in students, and that they are
just interested in their research, but I was
amazed to hear very often the wish fac-
ulty expressed to be more involved with
students and with students lives outside of
the classroom. And ... they didn’t know
how to, and so what we need to think about
is, what possibilities can we create for fac-
ulty and students to interact in a meaning-
ful way? And there will not be, again, not
one-size-fits-all. You know, what works for
one faculty will not work for another one
and sometimes even one faculty has differ-
ent needs or different times available...You
know, one year he or she may have tenure
pressure, you know, there’s no time to
do anything but making sure that you
prepare...[and] do your research so that
you really have a strong file to get tenure.
But then there may be a time where you
really have time during your career, where
you really have time to focus on new
adventures and just new things, and if we
provide opportunities for faculty to inter-
act. One idea is that we have a seminar,
now I am talking anyway, but to allow stu-
dents to reflect what they have learned, to
share with other students, and talk about
what they have learned in other classes,
what the meaning and importance of that
is. So it would be very informal setting,
but what it would do is it would allow, say
a biology student,-to help a literature stu-
dent, a history student, understand what is
going on in his or her classes and the biol-
ogy student would only be successful in
doing this if he or she learns to express
the content of those classes in a way
that is accessible to a professional, so
to speak, which I think is a very impor-
tant skilL.And so, how do I see a faculty
member involved? I think, you know, a
faculty member needs to facilitate these
kinds of interactions. And so I don’t know
if we can pull those things off’but I think
we might, so...
nh I just have a couple more questions
that we can probably get through pretty
quickly. The devices that will be used in
class, they are both handheld and ....

GW: Yes, so we don’t know yet...
ni: Who are they being supplied by?
GW: Well, okay, so that is the big issue
... ttewlett Packard ... provided, as a pilot
project, handheld devices, I can show it
to you....this is the jornada and they arc
being distributed right now to incoming
CSE students...and just tells me that you
are here...okay let me just describe it to
you cause we are running out of time.
So, um, Bill Griswold in Computer Sci-
ence, has developed software that works
with these jornadas that is called active
class, and the idea is and that’s why we
got this equipment grant from Hewlett-
Packard, the idea was that when you have
a class of 300 students or more, then how
do you communicate with students in this
class’? How do you make sure that not just
the front row, where the active kids are
that they communicate with you? How do
you allow the more, the shy students to
communicate to you that, you know what,
I didn’t get what you just said, or commu-
nicate a question to you. So active class
allows students to do this, to type in a
question and, 1, the instructor can see the
question. So 1 don’t have to identify, you
know, [as] this is the stupid girl from the
back row again, but I can express the ques-
tion that 1 have.
ni: Have you guys thought about how that
might change the classroom dynamics and
that it could be possibly negative’?
GW: Yes, and so that is exactly the exper-
iment that is going on. So we don’t
know the answers to this but you know
our idea is unless we do it, and do this
experiment...unless we do it, and actually
see what’s happening we can not say
its good or bad, or its stupid, and so
what... [there is a Professor and a grad
student studying the interactions going on
with students and faculty in CSE, through
these jornadas, and possibly whatever they
might be doing and wherever they might
be on campus].., they are doing field work
and they are watching what’s happening
in the classroom and allowing us to see
what is the impact. How does it change the
dynamic, um, we don’t know the answer
to this.
So this is really an experiment. The other
thing that you can do with this, with
active class, and the other one is active
campus,...this device allows information
channeled to me, what I can do is, and
that is already partly done by Bill, I can
walk across campus [and basically find out
what building you are looking at]...The
idea is, there are several ideas, one is can
we change interaction in the classroom’?
Is it good or bad? The other one is allow-
ing students basically to make the walls
of the campus transparent, to see what is
happening in those buildings [on campus],
who is in those buildings [and what they
are doing] ....
Ultimately, what the goal is, this device
allows me, no so what is the goal? We
don’t know. So all this will be watched
and observed, you know, how are students
using this? Does it increase the sense of
community? Does it destroy the sense
of community? How does it change how
you and I interact? We don’t know the
answer...so it is an experiment we are
engaging in, it’s a sociological study.
nh And the .students will be aware of
that?
GW: Absolutely, absolutely. And you know
maybe the answer is this is disastrous for
the classroom...
nh So Hewlett-Packard gave Sixth Col-
lege a grant?
GW: Not Sixth College, it was computer
science and we hope that we can learn
from this and that maybe we can get some
of the jornadas so that our students can
use it. And that we can basically continue
this experiment. So for me, the CSE stu-
dents are nerds, I mean they are, it’s much
easier, they are less afraid of this technol-

ogy. They like to play with this. So the
question is, what happens when you take
this technology and put it into the hands
of people like you and me’? How do they
respond’? Is there a difference’? And so,
that is what we want to find out. The jor-
nadas then, well this is a one-time grant
[for 2001-02], and that tells you already
that whal we can do with the first class,
the second class they probably will not get
those...The issue is, do we really want to
give the first incoming class these devices’?
At this point I don’t even know if we
can, because we need a continuation of
the grant, and that’s under discussion right
now ....

ni: So [these devices] will all be attached
to a network?
GW" Yes. Eventually...
[Earlier in the interview ! asked Provost
Wienhausen how Sixth College planned
to increase diversity with their College.
Wienhausen responded that it was by
going out into the community, by "con-
vincing parents and students to come to
UCSD" that they would increase diver-
sity.]
ni: Basically, students will be admitted [to
UCSD and Sixth College] based on the
UC admissions process.
GW: Yes...every file will be read and
screened [by the UC system]. [She also
said earlier, that Sixth College would be
at the mercy of the UC admissions tbr the
types of students Sixth College will get.]
ni: Is the Sixth College supporting UC
Regent Ward Connerly’s [Racial Privacy]
initiative to basically erase race from Cal-
ifornia state institutions and UC admis-
sions’?
GW: That is the Office of the President’s
decision.
ni: [The emphasis on community out-
reach is extensively referenced in the Pro-
posed Curriculum of the Sixth College]
How would the idea of a community be
decided? Will there be a committee and
will students be involved in deciding?
GW: Has to be. Um, this is for the stu-
dents, I can not create a community with-
out the involvement of a community, so
this is ...the Dean of Students, the Dean of
Res. Life, so these are the people who will
create the structure that allows students to
create and to participate in this commu-
nity...
ni: But as far as the communities that you
will decide to work on, like you said, this
will bridge the gap between the university
and communities’:
GW: Our students have to participate in
this.
ni" And they will help decide which com-
munities they will go into?
GW: umm, hmmm
ni: And the writing program will also take
place in some of these communities?
GW" Well, the writing program is for the
core sequence. But, ! can see that when
things are in place that many of us will
be involved in one way or another in out-
reach. And which form that will take ...
! don’t know yet. So, we’ll see. But stu-
dent involvement is key. Has to be. And
I think that this is what makes all of the
colleges think that they really tick, that
they are really for the students and by the
students. And, we need to bire staff that
understands that. It cannot come from top
down. You know we need to hire staff that
creates an environment that allows stu-
dents to be the driving force. I think. We’ll
see. Big plans. So l hope that we achieve
some.

The language of the construction of this
college reflects the concerns and critical
questions of the founders of the college.
In the words of Henry Giroux, "how
we [as teachers] fashion this [pedagogi-
cal] engagement, within what value-based

continued on page 8
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The Saga of the Sheds

(or "What the Fuck is that Fortress Outside
Due to all the construction on campus,
many offices, storage areas, and other
things are being housed in temporary
structures and moved around every few
years until a permanent space is built
for them. The office/storage area for the
Grounds and Maintenance is one of these
things. It will eventually be in a parking
structure that will be built sometime in
the next decade, but, for the time being, it
will need to move into a temporary space.
And apparently, the parking lot/forest area
barely thirty feet from the Ch6 Car6 is just
the place to put it.

In the middle of Fall Quarter, Robert
Clossin from the Campus/Community
Planning Committee (C/CPC) contacted
members of the Ch6 Car6 and set up a
meeting to inform the Ch6 that 40 feet
worth of sheds were going to be built
practically on top of the Ch6. Members
of the collective voiced their concerns and
stated that they did not want the sheds to
go there. Mr. Clossin said that it was the
only place that the sheds could possibly
go, and assured the collective members
that they would be involved in the deci-
sion making process, that they would be
invited to all relevant meetings, and that
it was reasonable to draw up a written
agreement including a concrete date for
removal of the sheds.

A few months later, at the beginning of
Winter Quarter, members of the collective
contacted Mr. Clossin to ask him when
the C/CPC meeting at which the sheds
would be discussed would happen, since
he hadn’t contacted them. He said that
it had already happened, and claimed that
the Ch6 had told him that there were no
problems with the sheds. They requested
an immediate meeting with him to get
some sort of written agreement which
would include a deadline for removal of
the sheds.

In the meantime, Physical Plant Ser-
vices (PPS) was moving ahead, removing
everything that was in the path of the
sheds, bulldozing the forest area, and
erecting a "no parking" sign in the parking
lot. They dug a large trench, and began
running electrical conduit through it and
up the side of the building. When mem-
bers of the Ch6 asked what was going on,
they were told that the conduit would go
over the building, and into the other side,
getting electricity from the Ch6 to power
the sheds.

The Ch6 wrote up a proposal for an
agreement, and met with Robert Clossin
to go over it in mid-January. He said that
it was reasonable, and that he would take it
to his superiors to get a response quickly.
He never got back to them, despite the
numerous attempts to contact him. The
Ch6 was notified that he was no longer
dealing with the situation, and told that
UCAB chair James Lynch would contact
them (which, of course, he never did).
Many other administrators, including Uni-
versity (;enters Director Gary Ratcliffdid
become involved, however, but often gave

different (and conflicting) information 
the Ch6.

Piecing together the information they
had, they figured that the sheds would
probably be installed on Monday, Janu-
ary 29th, so they erected a large barricade
where the sheds were to go. PPS workers
arriving Monday morning were greeted
by a pile of logs, furniture, and wooden
pallets, which later evolved into a fortress
with four-foot walls and a lookout plat-
form.

Nada Borsa from the C/CPC met with
members of the Ch6 Car6 a few days
later and presented them with a written
response which answered only a few of
their concerns, and basically just re-stated
the University’s position. They told her
this was unacceptable, since it was not
legally binding and did not have a deadline
for removal of the sheds. She told them
that this was impossible and that there was
no way that a removal date could be set.

After nearly two weeks of the barri-
cade, Gary Ratcliff, Chuck Morgan, and
Nada Borsa met with members of the col-
lective and indicated that they were open
to a binding, written agreement, which
includes a deadline for the removal of the
sheds.

The Ch6 Caf6 is one of the only places
on campus where students and members
of the off-campus community interact on
a regular basis. UCSD is a public school,
but the people who run it consistently
interpret our responsibility towards the
"public" as our responsibility towards cor-
porate interests. Most departments and
services on campus are funded in whole
or in part by corporations. This limits the
amount of involvement that a "common’"
San Diego community member can have
with UCSD.

The administration has tried over the
past twenty years to close down the Ch6
Caf6 multiple times (the most recent of
which happened only two summers ago).
The administration is constantly trying to
encroach on and inhibit the activities of
the Ch6 Caf6. Their selection of the Ch6
Caf6 as the only possible site for the sheds
on a campus which is largely undevel-
oped is suspicious. (Yes, most of that
land is "park," which supposedly cannot
be developed, but the land on which the
sheds are to be built is "park" as well.)
At best, they don’t care enough about stu-
dents to take their voices seriously in these
matters, and at worst, they are purposely
trying to antagonize harass an autonomous
and politically motivated group.

The gains that the Ch6 Caf6 made by
putting up a fight are significant in the
light of the attacks that are constantly car-
tied out by the administration against pro-
gressive and radical student groups. This
shows what can be accomplished when
we fight back and refuse to be moved.
So next time they’ kick you out of your
office in the media lounge, next time Matt
Xavier breaks into your building, next
time Joe Watson tries to shut down any

the Chl Caj ?")
co-op, stand up! Get in their way! Build
barricades, break back in, raise your voice,
don’t follow orders! Progressive and rad-
ical students and student groups on this
campus have a glorious history of strug-
gle, of resisting attempts to silence or get
rid of them, and we need to continue this
tradition. In fact, this is only the begin-
ning. (In addition to fighting back when
attacked, we need to fight for what we
want. We can effect change on campus
pro-actively, and create more communnty
spaces and more institutions and projects
which empower students.)We need to
struggle for MORE power over OUR uni-
versity. We need more space for real com-
munity (i.e. not corporate community).
This means more student control over
OUR space. More co-ops, more meeting
space, less office space and managers and
more student empowerment.

In many ways, this is a microcosm of
what is happening all over the world fight
now. The world economy and UCSD
are both being increasingly structured in
ways that benefit the few at the expense of
everyone else. Oppressed people all over
the world and progressive/radical students
here both have long histories of resisting
those who want to silence dissent. People
all over the world fight back and take con-
trol of land and resources for the good of
everyone. Students at UCSD fight back
and retain control of our co-ops and stu-
dent organizations for the good of stu-
dents and the community. It is imperative
that everyone take a stand when commu-
nity resources are threatened.

While it looks as though the situation
with the sheds is probably quite close
to resolution, this is far from the end.
Despite the fact that this is a university,
and is therefore ostensibly primarily for
the benefit of the students, it is being run
increasingly for profit. If those of us who
are a part of the campus community do not
do something to change this, no one else
will. Why are student organization meet-
ing rooms being rented out for corporate
events or to outside organizations when
student groups have no place to meet?
Why does Qualcomm have so much con-
trol over the research that goes on in the
Engineering School? Why do the C.I.A,
A.T.F and military recruit on our campus?
And why do our fees keep going up and up
and up while our access to the resources
on this campus keeps going down?

The sheds behind the Ch6 are just a
small piece in the puzzle of privatization
of public education, and public education
is just a small piece in the puzzle ofglobai-
ization and capitalism. But the common
theme is that the trends toward a univer-
sity and a world oriented toward provid-
ing benefits for the elite at the expense
of everyone else is completely not accept-
able, and that we need to resist this with
all our strength and resolve.

Sixth College Interview:
continued from page 7

projects and with what corresponding
strategies and questions, defines much of
our pedagogical practice." The engage-
ment of these questions and strategies
normalize what are otherwise particular
concerns of a certain group of people. In
this case the administration of the Sixth
College. "Such normalizations," accord-

ing to Giroux, "are efforts to regulate
particular ways of seeing the world and
defining ’common sense’." This is true of
any pedagogy in that the questions and
strategies employed may be normalized as
the ’common sense’ approach to the mate-
rial. The danger then lies in the apparent
lack of concern for questions and strat-
egies important to a diverse body of

students. Ideology - and pedagogical meth-
ods reflect ideological positions - should
always be examined and questioned. The
’big questions’ asked by a curriculum
should not therefore simply address the
pressing issues facing ’us’ as a homog-
enous group of ’future leaders’. The big
questions should challenge students to
examine issues that they might, as prod-
ucts of a privileged position of education,
never be faced with. Education should
open one’s mind, not close it tightly
around the insular issues of one’s own

Tales:
continued from page 6

racism. It is not our duty to be strong for
you by becoming your teachers. If you
need this from us, watch Oprah, but take
responsibility for your language and real-
ize where it comes from. It is a matter
of collective exchange where we engage
each other with open hearts. Even if the
Hip Hop video girl had multiple partners,
in this historical moment, would it rein-
force to talk about her as a sexual deviant?
Isn’t part of our liberalism or "Baduizm"
invested in breaking down oppressive
sexual frameworks?

Finally, I call attention to myself as
an object, which is the result of the near
impossibility of living as a subject in aca-
demia. My objective status or the state, in
which 1 am objectified, renders an opti-
mistic possibility, which is the prospect of
marginality. I am not referring to a mar-
ginality that is forced upon me, I am refer-
ring to a space that I choose to contend for
my subjectivity. It is a space where resis-
tance may invoke, as bell hooks says, "a
radical cultural practice." For those of
us who are confronted with each other
on a day to day basis in the interest of
"doing the work of transformation," what
would this radical cultural practice look
like? Therefore, as a collective response
to the ways rumors tear lives apart, resis-
tance should call us to be thoughtful and
vigilant in unlearning racism. This is all to
say that in the dialogue above I recounted a
lived experience. It is reflected through an
exaggerated, but common, dominant lens
that has yet to recognize or acknowledge
different representations of Blackness.
These are the ways that racist assump-
tions mark Black women. And for the sista
who has a hint of Hip Hop, an overdose
of ghetto tiara, complicated by gender,
and commonly read through her sex, she
should expect that her presence will con-
tinue to challenge the problem of the
visible/invisible Black body.

This quote is in reference to Toni Mornson’s pref-

ace and description of Toni Cade Bambara in, Deep

Sightings and Rescue Missions, 1996.

2 Pas~ge from, Black Looks: race and representa-

tion, by bell hooks, 1992. It is part of discussion

where bell hooks critiques popular cultural images

of Black women in film: 65-66.

3 Gilman, Sander. L. "Black Bodies, White Bodies:

Toward an Iconography of Female Sexuality in Late

Nineteenth-Century Art. Medicine, and Literature."

Critical Inquiry 12 (Autumn 1985): qtd. in hooks

62.

4 By "’oprahite" I am commenting on Oprah Win-

frey’s position as an institution that serves to emo-

tionally take care ofmiddte-class [white] women. By

white women I am referring to the dominant reflec-

tion of her audience members and as consumers of

"O Magazine."

5 hooks, bell. Yaeaming: race, gender, and cultural

Boston. MA: South End Press, 1990.

future career in business. It is time that the
construction of colleges and curriculum
make student input integral. Change must
always come from within, it will not come
from the administration. Students need to
be involved in the construction of this col-
lege now.
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The University: Past and Future
Masao Miyoshi is a Professor of Literature
at UCSD. Miyoshi is the author of "’The
Ivory Tower in Escrow", several books,
and editor of several critical collections.
Miyoshi is currently teaching a graduate
seminar in the Literature department enti-
tled "University History"...

1 originally intended to interview Miy-
oshi for his thoughts on the possible con-
nection between the new Sixth College
and the direction of the University in gen-
eral. What follows is more a critique of the
role of the University in the past, and the
very specific, crucial role it should hold
today...
ni: ... Is the Sixth College really any dill
ferent from what’s going on at the Univer-
sity’?
MM: No, the Sixth College is more aggres-
sively UCSD. There’s no doubt about it.
Third College, Thurgood Marshall...that
college for example was quite different,
and I took it very seriously when 1, came
here. So initially I was assigned to Revelle
and I switched to Third College so there
was a pretense there anyway of being
somehow different and so on, but l don’t
think that’s there anymore...One thing is
the art as resistance, because that is what
you used in your article [N! December ’01
Sixth College], that of course is what I
would say too. But I mean, people might
object to that, but they cannot object that
art and criticism, cultivation of critical
minds, that place is almost completely
wiped out from this campus. Who will
criticize what goes on on the campus for
instance’? Usually there are some faculty
members...or a committee somewhere,
somehow you find some space where
you can make critical comments. On this
campus I think it’s almost completely
cleaned up, (laughs), nothing
there...Serious business, I would imagine,
even tbr engineers and computer scien-
tists. I mean why the hell shouldn’t some
people say to them, what could be a pretty
serious consequence of culture, which is
absolutely dominated by technology above
anything else’? And why they don’t feel
that is necessary, is beyond me, certainly.
But it’s not .just UCSD, but university
everywhere almost is turning into that...
hi: Is this different, well, I wonder what
the university was set up for and as, (Miy-
oshi is laughing), and if it’s any different
now’/
MM: Well, okay, I mean two years ago, I
wrote this article called "’Ivory Tower in
Escrow", and while I wrote it I was under
the’impression that this is a completely
new situation, that is, the second world
war of course put the university very close
to the state, and then the cold war, of
course, made it even worse, and then,
this is a new development of that kind of
series of events. ! don’t think that’s wrong,
I tnean, that’s qnite right, but over tile
summer I was reading about the university
in the tn,:dicval period kind of thing, anti
fllcn I tbtmd out the university has ah~ays
been ill service for the slate, tile prince or
pricsl...aknost ne~er has it bccn otherwise.
()nly m tile nineteenth century, probably,
there was a period where during the [time]
when the nation-stale was recognized the
university as a kind of liberal education,
that kind of place, that kind of thought
was available, cerlainly. In Gemlany espe-
cially m the early Iqth century up to the
late 19th. early 20th century, now, liberal
education that idea itself is the product of
that, but then in the country of England. a
liberal education is almost a.joke because
Oxfi~rd and (’ambridge were totally 
servitude to aristocracy and then, liberal
education doing anything you want cause
quite obviously you don’t have to think
about anything else, right? II ce~lainlv has
nothing to do with job training or any-

thing else, it is merely the creation of a
gentleman and no lady, either, just simply
gentlemen. So then even when somebody
serious as John Henry, Newman, a Cardi-
nal and really a great mind actually, why
he says something like the business of the
university is to create a gentlemen. There
is a very interesting point in that. On the
one hand, it’s true that he too couldn’t
escape from the class identification, but
on the other hand Newman is not in the
least, he does not think that the creation of
gentlemen is great .,.because f - him the
final education is not really education but
the church, where they teach faith. That
is what counts. Now theology is no dill
ferent, not comparable to thith, faith and
theology are two different things. Even
morality is not the same as Faith. So for
a man like that to say the university is to
create a gentleman doesn’t mean that the
university is great, that’s all the university
can do. And once you start thinking aboul
all these things, then for this university to
be so completely dedicated to the ques-
tion of public service, and it’s not public
service, it’s corporate service, actually, is
understandable in one way. That is the
corporation is so powerful that to be in
the service ofcorpo.’ation is the only way
these guys can stand what public service
means, they don’t have anything else.
That’s their limitation. The second one I
think its a much more serious limitation.
That is the role the university plays now
is absolutely different from the role the
university played in the Middle Ages, in
the Renaissance, in the 18th century or
the 19th century, where the university
didn’t really cout.t. The university in the
United States, tbr example, Harvard was
created in 1636. that was the first umver-
sity. Nobody cared a damn about Harvard,
you know. There were only about a dozen
students, one professor who was the presi-
dent, his wil~ was the cook. and then one
or two tutors. So it was very, very small,
and that was ill the early 17th century and
even in the end of the 17th century there
was only one other college, William and
Mary, that’s the only other university. And
then the third one Yale, created in 170 I, I
believe, but altogether, very, very fi:w stu-
dents, very t~w professors, they weren’t
taken seriously at all, yov know’? And then
throttghout the 19th century the univer-
sity was pretty much in a slump, I mean,
nobody took the university seriously, so,
how they were not important as a place for
criticism, that argument cant bc applied
to this now. Because now there is almosl
no other institution, the university is abso-
lutely central in production of knowledge,
as well as technology, business, so on and
so tbrth. And yet we’re not doing our busi-
ness, our responsibility, ill other words.
So, I would imagine, linally my complaint
about the tlmversity, in Escrow, "’hory
Tower m Escrow", you know, it’s already
sold out, (hal criticism is still valid, i think.
Thot, gh tile thing is probably xve should
still think about how to then crcale that

space of criticisnt. That is what is impor-
tam. qhal’s why the Sixth (’ollegc, to bc
completely preoccupied with the notion of
graphic arl or intbmaation technology ...
is quite tmfortunate. Information technol-
ogy and art, is computer plus Hollywood.
That’s exactly what it is. It’s very, very

unfortunate. But this campus is a strange
campus. I asked once Clark Kerr ... he is
the one who created this campus, together
with Santa Cruz and Santa Barbara, I said
what makes these catnpuses different or
all they all the same? ...Who decides? ttc
thinks that the first chancellor, more or
less has a lot of freedom apparently to
choose what’s going ...to be emphasized
and so on. And this one was, the first
Chancellor was York, the guy who still is

in IRPS...
ni: So McGill was second or third?
MM: McGill was second or third Ite was
the Chancellor in 1068...tte was pretty
bad, though.
nh ( I laugh.) Yes hc was.
MM: No doubt about that....l would imag-
ine that Atkinson is really the one who
clearly marked this university as a univer-
sity of technology and business. No doubt
about that. I mean he was, in his own way,
a very smart guy, 1 suppose, he had a Iol of
connections which he established 1 think
in the National Science Foundation where
he was the head, right’? And then he came
with all those connections...
hi: So, knowing all that you know about
university history, do you think the uni-
versity is really a place lbr students [to be
critical]?
MM: Well, it depends on what kind of stu-
dents, 1 mean, unfortunately there are so
many students who think that criticism is
totally unnecessary. They need just simply,
business, career and occupation, right’? So
lbr those who are really for a professional
occupation then this may not be a bad
place. 1 don’t know. I mean, I would go
completely crazy, if I were a student here.
But 1 do think that there aren’t that many
universities where you can really critically
think though, nowadays....To fight against
the university we have to know a hell of
a lot about what really goes on. Other-
wise how can wc resist, and oppose, and
those such things?...l’m not saying that we
should liberate liberal arts education, l’m
no1 interested in that. Liberal arts itself
is a very suspect notion. But what 1 atn
saying is just simply create somehow a
place where we call criticize and then we
should encourage people to criticize what
we’ve got, and then think about where
we shot.ld go in the future. But where
do you get anything like this? I mean,
a department like this one [Literatnre}.
they pretend that it’s a very progressive
deparhnent. I don’l belicxe that at all. It’s
veD’ reactionary! (tic laughs). So 1 tell
them that, and tile)’ don’t likc to hear that.
(laughs again ).
hi: So do you see any spaces whcrc this
could possibly happen?
MM: Well. what I have been lhmkmg
about, I have been writing a hook aboul
this. But, up to tile last summer, the last
spring, I was almost completely dismis-
sire, and then the only place you can lind
outside the universily is the old style acad-
emy kind of thing, though the academy
was an institution that goes back to the
medieval period. And then the university
was essentially a development of the labor
unions, the faculty members were a guild
and then they wanted to protccl their own
prerogative: which is the power to grant
degrees to students. Ahhough there arc
some variations, there are some universi-
ties which were tbunded by students, as
a guild, so lhey arc the ones who hired
and fired tile professors...bnt tile medi-
eval period obviot,sly was (’,ltilolic...and
so the real frccdonl. 111111 ~,L,a~, secular edu-
call(re, had no space in there. So during
the Renaissance the5 started making tip all
kinds of places like this thing called acad-
emy, m various ways, and the main real
thinkers behmgcd rather to the academy
which didn’t teach anything, they simply
got together, talked and wrote books and
so on. When the natural sciences devel-
oped, they too were not accepted by tra-
dilional universities, so they created their
own academies, the British Society, the
Royal Society...So I thought, is it possible
for us to make something like an academy?
Much more free than this kind of thing,
bnt probably that’s not possible because
we’d have to gel money front somewhere
...outside the inslitulional framework is not
that easy either [to get money]. So then,
is there any hope? So I started thinking
about the question of ecology, t:,cology,

~hich is much more total than economy,
meaning economy meaning money, busi-
ness, is nothing but a sub-system of ecol-
ogy. Once you accept thal then the survival
of the planet, not to say humanity, but the
survival of the planet itself can be some-
thing people can all agree on. Very much
like once upon a time, nation-state was
the basis for culture and education. Now,
it’s not really it’s a global economy, which
can’t possibly be on an inspirational basis,
education cannot be Ibr the promotion
of global economy. Because global econ-
omy is no matter what - totally unthir and
unagreeable, unequal, unjust. But ecolog-
ical justice is something else. So I was
thinking about, I still am thinking about
that, that is, tile planet as that totality for
which we can devote everything to. And
then agree on. And then the humanities,
which are absolutely nothing now, 1 mean
Literature lbr example is a .joke, as far as
I’m concerned, so is art. But then if you
start basing all of that on something like
the planet survival which includes really
everyone, including the cockroaches and
the rats, (laughs), as well as Aft’Jeans and
Asians, and all that. But not racially, not
ethnically, but rather lbr the whole sur-
vival of man can we think of ustice and
critique and all that, but that’s what I am
thinking...
ni: How do we rethink that when our own
President denies this’?
MM: Because even those guys. even the
corporation, no matter what they say
they’re included in the planet. They can’t
keep .just simply destroying it. Because
sooner or laler they’ll come around to
them too. Although it is quite true that in
that process they will tryto survive much
hmgcr than others. They will first sacri-
fice the poor. No doubt about that. But at
that point all we can do is just simply keep
talking. I mean, now, it’s very interesting
today’s [t:eb I, 021 New York Times had
Nicholas (’hristoff... he wrote something
about m Alghanistan the people comphtin
about Ilow many people were killed and so
on, but that’s nonsense because if’we had
left Afghanistan tile)’ ~ould have killed
ntanv more people. But this time we only
killed sotnelhmg like 31)Olt. 21)00. 3000.
5000. whatever it is and from now on
the deaths will be probably much ti~wer,
and therefore we did ultimately the right
thing. That’s what he says. Now that’s
pretty dumb. Stupid! Now why is it dumb?
Because, since when did wc begin Io start
counting this collateral dmnagc business?
That’s only because during lhc Vielnatn
War wc complained and complained and
then we did finally make some effecl.
People became much more sensitive about
killing civilians even m Viemam. even in
Afghanistan. That’s it result of all of that
protest and all that. Now, this guy Christ-
off completely ignores that and finally he
says simply that we killed much fewer
people and so lhis is a good so[nlion. |’~ul
belorc lhat there was an incredible, ~ou
know lhc intlrdering of Vieln,mlcse, abotlt

3 million, I mean lhat \~as lhclc, ~,o ~AC USl
canlc Otll of lhis and M;.irtcd ~.’t)tllltllll2., No.

l]ldl’x hov* pcoplc forgct, nm~ \~e can tim
sin(ply kecp reminding all Ihcse lhings at
c~cr.~ poml...11"s impossil~lc to dcnv file
inlportancc, consequence, of whal we do

to our envJronnlelll. In l~.tcl there :ire quile
a few books thai say somelhing like we
probably have only 25 rnorc year,< Well, if
thai is true then you do nol care about _..

your children" Even Bush will carc...Wc
should study ilhc destruclmn of the cnvi-
ronmenl] and connecl that with global
cconontv and our consumplions...The way
we arc going, cullurc itself is not con-
sumption, and there’s n(~thing, greal, abottl
Itavmg a greal culture, unless we take all
of thesc things into consideralion. Thal
111;,I) not work, bul it" none o|" these things
work lhcn il will be good. because v~c’ll
be gone and wc won’l ha~ e to see it...
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A Novel in Process
t,i L’@t,am+ t©,’hr

[~.Uk .H h, Hllt:, I h),Ld~2d hi% carnpmR stult u’tt~, my

car: .i tattcrt.d ba~ tuH lit tllff[l¢, I iulk’ st.car ",&ht’n

t hlll[}lnk! Ai}l ~tlI ill I tl~k’d plat t.’% nil L< u ,klnL, ,,It b\ 

lib..ill\ M+’.urt’d \~.lliilll Ihk haitL ~c*,tr:d llkln’~ ~)t ’p~+r

M HIUJ lit.’( k "*,It’+ dls( rcct]’, t uckcd trar~, the ulMdc pl ,t kct+

and a nlap. Nix V, nd v, as t,~ drl’,c 42l~ nulcs t,) Zutul

Natl<mal Park and th’,appcar inn+ tilt" (all’~cln t~lr 

~hdc.
[ ,l]\’~ d%"+. h.l%t’ tht’M." llh>ughts ahl)ul dlvln~ innl ’+. )Fne

fat :e, va~ ptacc n, d>app,:ar, especially ’ahen ’,ch~ol
gets I)U(, :t hA’a%~, dream ;lh(ltlf ln v %acatillns, an

tIn%’lSl{)tl invscl~ Li]+>Ile, hut Iht.’n when I am on %~lwca-

thin I start t(~ t+.’el insanc-h altJne, lake everyone else

Ila ~. t(i have ~llnlt.*¢lllC2 b) Iravcl with, sll nil traveling

ahme make, me tet.I c,,nsplcu.usly different. 1 think
It’S I’,ecausc all mx hfc I’ve tried t() d(I things <m rnv
own and people have always made me feel uncomfort-

able ’,~.lth it. Asking me quesnons like, "Aren’t you
afr:ud t(> gtl camping ahme?" ( )r ’~aying, "It’s too dan-
ger,,us fc,r a girl t,+ he ahme these days." And I’ve
never feh it n, he a problem. But th(+sc fears art" now
all least permanemly re~nstered in mx head.

My car was [,reded. 1 shittcd inn, tirst and pulled
(Itlt ()t the drl’¢c\’¢at. I talC an h.ur later l fi:h heads ()t
sweat clin~ln R t<+ the hack ,fl mv knees. I%ur hours

later, mx shirt wa’. s, mkcd thr()uGh. I pulled <,vcr 
a rest sl<lp and stuck nlv head under the hathr<.~m
fauccL The puke brown walls c.vered in desperately
scribbled nlc4s;t~rcs l(,(mled at nlc as I turned mv head

to d<)tJst J Ihc hack ,!t nlv neck. I p>sed quickh, and

dlivc hack inl,i th,,.- ear ’[’he tweed seat fabric scratched

m~. ,,,.,.eat}’ legs as 1 shifted into reverse and pulled cmt
(,f tile parking space. The ski was blazing with the
sunset behind me, and an awkward thrill shot through
hi% K]+II ;t~ ] ]leadt+d east. a%v3v ~rillll the stlns(’l, it\Vii%

tr(lnl h(ilnC and Ultll Iht" night+

Anlffher l]>tlr hcnlrs pas,.ed heh~re I reached /.ion.

The [lj~hts x~crc ,dr In Ihc H~\~.II, and the ranger Matltlfl

\~’:ls XAc:LnT ! dDI’,L" thl’e)u£h the (’ntrantt.. ;t[ld |;+filial

Ihc ~ anlpt~’r+ ulnd h ~t. a~, pitch h]atk except t~ ir Ihc, qtc

lighl that hr rhc bnhr,,,,cn [ t<itllld ;trl t’lnpt% <.-amp’qre
and st’t tip Ins lt’ln In the dark. \~ 1 tcII asleep I smdcd.
I was llnalh ,>rl I+ALArI<HI.

J A\V( ~kc thc flcxt llH wnln~ Ill tilt ’,~ )Lind (it ract~. ,[l’~

raldnl R Inx t’alnpsltc. ~[% clJffcc p,H h;ld ttlrncd upsh]c

tl(l~n ;lnd rl~]lcd :ler~lss the slit’[ dirt and II()~V rested

ag;unst my rent. 1 unzipped the tent door slowl~,; rel-
ishnn~ the trued<ml t+t ,,IceplnG in a Nau(ma] Park.
v, hcrc hears alld t:tCC<l(Ins pkl% And petlpJc arc ,LJ\x+.IX’S
m ch +s+ pr, ,xlmIrx. 1 Ltid rill’ head (,tit thr< )ugh the d< +( )r
and h. Ned up :u the ~k~. "l h~\c bcauuful,’" I gasped.
I had driven most ot the drive thnmgh Nevada, the tip
ut Arsz(ma and mt(~ [’tab m the dark. Now I c.uklscc
II Irc*.h und(.r lhc Intd..rr+~gatltl G hght ,,t the sunlnler

sun. There ’.~.crc rhc aspens +lvcrhead. IrcnlhJing ",vnh
laughter at my late sturt. "Fine, I’ll get up," 1 \vhis-
pered, hut thcv kept ,m laughing.
The steps tt~ Angel", l.andtnG twist I+ack and tl,rth

up sleep switchbacks al<mgsidc at dripping stream. I
q,,,,d at the b,,tn,m and imagined thc ph(m,Graph 
c~,uld create %t ith ~,uch A cclntras111[ archltecturc. The

red hh,cks ,,t st, me taken fr,,m thc old} svalls and laid
h% hunlall hands ilCXt t(> a 4trealn created hv cr, lsilin

and ueathcr ~ccn’ted a sludv m harm<ms. [ plclured

rm’ m+ml standing :n the re)p +If dlc "acps, about t~

dive d+e-x n. cxp, ,~+nG her ability r(~ fly upon the camfro
".A’lnds. Then tn’~ plcturc was disrupted hv a Gr+>up <if
tourist’-; it,tin G camera,, and disi, ,mrcdly lurchinG d.wn
the steps. I climh, cd up the steps, only t,, pass by meet-
mg a barrage ,,t Mvtde+; and hcll.s fr,~m the stranger+.,
and the ever present aroma shouting, ’+1’11 nexq:r see
V+)U agaln" whl]e turnin G cartwheels in my stomach.

Saying tlello t<, strangers ah.vavs l~.’]t like saying hell,, to
gh~,sts, they’re ahvc vthcn %’()U see them amd dead <race
you’ve pas.:ed them bV.

At Ihe summit [ sat up<m lhe r,,its of a massive
,ink tree that clung u, the precipice .f ,’\ngcl’s I.and
mg with spmdlv, hulgnng tendrils. From this pri\ileged
spot 1 h~,~kcd d,,v.n Int,, Ihc valley bcl,~,*; saw the lade
Vir~nn Ri\er wmdlnv sh+wlv thr.ugh and was ,,vcr
whehned bc the height <,f the canwm v.’alls. I ptc
rured myself chmbmg them. as I had once th<mght
I w<~uM. 1 calculated ah,,ut five pitches t,~ climb <m
the wall dlrecth adiaccnt r,) Angel’s landing, the Great
’rhr,,ne.

I remember the last rime 1 was in Zion [ ran mtn a
friend <ff mine ’.,.’h+,m 1 had met in Yosemite earlier
thal Year. I te \eas s, d,)xng <lne of the walls the next day.
That mornmG ar,,und ten, i walked (l\rer t,) the wall
and stared up at the unv shad,,w of his Gear bag, the
two line,; ,ff Green rope draping aml dwarfed over the
hurnt red wall. I couktn’t tind him. Stupidly. I went
and hiked tile narrows and later that evening came
back r,, lind the wall empty ,f human sit.ms. A week
later I ran mr+, my tricnd m the general store in Zi~,n.
lle had raken a #iftx-t?.,r fall and harelv missed whack-
mg his head -n the ledge below as his gear caught him
and held him securely upside down while he regmned
o)nscumsness. As I st(~M there looking for hnm, 
was hanRang hx his harness at the cnd ,ff his line. lle
had fimshed the climb that day and when I saw him

again he was +)ff hl the (;unnlson in Coh}rado.
I ~at hack and was reheved to h:el the solid hark <,f

the <,ak. I ,ai]l never chmh ah,ne hk,: that, I th,ught.
P,x the time I came back fr,~m ]\nge]’.. landinG my

campsite had bc(,~me surr+ rended hv the newly arneed
campmG h~,rdes. :\s I appnmchcd mv tent [ realized
Ihat I hadn’t put awa~ the coffee pot that ]lad awoken
me that m~wmnG. N,+ee, as I h,Ncd at the tom the p,~t
was c~msp]cuousk ab’-ent. I turned around and sur-
veyed the nearby campers h~’lkmg for any possible sus-
pect who might have taken It. I spotted It bernR put

r,, use hx a t~,up[c ,~I ?.~ux’, dropping tea leaves ltlt~l
ItS plackcl. I:G.turm K it did mc n,> [1arm t~l lelld (it£t

thc pot. l ’~;tl dt)%%n lit lhc runt ilnd pcclcd lift nl’~

hiktnv shoes, replacinG them with a p;ar of sandal,. I
t hanged tm ~lurt and apphed s.me bandaMs and dlcn
\~ C’llt H i rt’trlt.\ t" lhc appr*~pr]alcd p, 

"’lh’~ GIRL’" thc t~m ncarc~l hl 111~.’ c,iHc’d <fill ,i ~, I

appr~ inched.

I akt-n aback hv hn~ unrc~crvcd fr~cndhnes~. I paused
and called hack a meek. "hcy"

"Sorrx ah(,ul v,,ur p(+t, but I figured hv lhe way vt,u
k(.,,:l +, v, >ur earnpsne v~u w~,uldn’t mind if it were l)i~r+

r(+wed ti)r an hl+ur ()r [M.’(,. Y()u want s(mle (ca? l’m

maklng verha mate."

"t ’m, sun:. What’s xrerba mate?"
+’It’s South American tea. It has a strong kick. s<’, you

hener bring ~+xt’r vt +ur lawn-chair."
( )hedienth’ [ went and got mv chmr. I placed it next

t~, the fire and watched {he tWo nlen; both with brown
hair and hrl~v.’n cx’cs anend t~ the tea. Their limbs
were hmg and lanky and moved with stead}’ graceful
movements. "[’he tree who offered me the tea was
taller than the other and wore khaki pants and a white
tanktop that showed off his muscular arms. He had
pale skin and had short light brown hair. while the
other one had lonG, thick chesmut-cohwed hair, olive
skin and lan<)(ics i,ll his fi~rearms. The fire caught
their t~_*atures ar~l dr(we shad()ws across Iheir faces.
l)csplte rhmr differences dice h.~ked amt moved like
hr.thers.

The taller <,no brought a srl.’aming cup of piss yellow
liqmd. The scent .f svheat grass wafted from rhc cup.

"’\V]lat p, thlsr"’ I ’.,aid, slightly alarmed, sliGhth
amused.

"lake l said, it’s verba mate, iust drink It sh)wk’. By
the way my name is ]t~srin, and that’s Rvan." Ite
p~)inted r~ his tnend vth,~ was husv adding a h)g t<) 
tire.

I’r, un the tire. Rvan Ka*+c mc a brief sahnc. [ smiled

hack.
"i’m N;lru. \\ h(’rc arc ’<<)u "+, tr,+)rll?"’

"’\X c]l. l’m tr<ml ~an l’rancp, o), and Rvan’s tr()m 
Mcxlc(,. ltul ,ac h<)th (urrcllth \v,)rk ]n 5:£nta I:e. I 

’h! )tit %()L13’"

"l’r’n tr,)nl I.\.. uuI;,rtunarch." \\h’~ d(* ] M’,tavs

%,I’+ f lIAr f

"\\ h\ unti)rtunalck )" Rxatl called frc)m dlc fire.

"’1 I,l\c X’t,ti e’~cr btt’n thcrc?"

l tc ,h,.)k hi,, Inca&
"\~ell, maybe there’s a r,_’as.n?’ I paused and blew

~I1 the tea and tllllk a sip. The taste knocked my
tlcad hack and I reahzed It lasted ()verwhclmingly like
it snlelled.
"I),,n’t drink t,.~ nluch it w,u thm’t llke the taste, it

makes s()cnc pet,pie sick," R~an said.
"And dizzx; it’s a kind .f speed, you c-uM sa,.,’"

lusdn added.
I r,l,,k an,,Ihcr small, ,,I. Ju sip, t.nll)ylllg tilt: wurmth

and dizziness <if thc liquid speed.
-Actually. 1 think I always say that about I..,\."
"\\hat, unt])rtunateh+?"’ Rvan asked.
"\’eah. I guess Ihe smoG. the traffic and Ihe high-

strung personahttes ]tim get tO me. It’s realh beautiful
and unique, though. ,\nd I Guess I’m gist hard ~)n the
place. 1 like places like this better."

"\Vh+ ) d<)esn’t?"
"’A h ~t <,t pe,>pk" I kn,,sv, actualk’. That’s one of the

n.’as, ms l’rn here a],mc..’’ ()h god, at quiet surge 
panic tluttc’red limmgh in)’ h<,dy, my ankle twitched

and kwkcd up a little sand. Sh,+ul,+l I have told them
th;It~+

It didn’t matter, they b()th seemed t+> he settled into
their chairs, quietly sipping their tea.

[ fell asleep thai night listening to the quiet clanging
sounds <ff Ryan and Justi~ ,’leaning their campsite, i
had been amazed ;it the ahsent-nlinded way in which
they both walked around picking up assorted items of
trash left there hv previous campers. They reminded
me +,f an (rid c,)uple picking up after each .ther with-
.ut even dunking ah, mt it. Their w~ices, fading as I
fell asleep, were full ,)f tender cadences which rose and
shifted with the we@it ~)t their c()nvcrsatu)n.

] awoke t<) find the huge alm+)nd eves (If Justin star-
inR dl)wn at me fn)m al:,m’c. Ills hands were +m
either side (if my face, flal palmed +in tile gr()und, and
his iace looked backwards as I struggled to focus my
visum. I’le had crawled through the tent door only as
far as his head couM poke through. His fbrehead was
where his chin shouLd be. He stared ar me like he was
trying t, +) find a fish in a pond.

I iumped and shd out from under his head. I sat up
on my knees on the other side of the tent clasping my
slecpinG bag to my chest and stared at him, not know-
ing how to put.into w, mts the anger l felt.

"What are vou d.ing?" I demanded.
"Waiting to see how hmg it takes y<m to wake up

when someone Is stanng at you. "You know you realk"
sh~ mid w~wk on your resp~mse nine. its pretty h rosy tier
someone st) worried about being ah)ne." lie smiled
affceti+)natelv and I knew this was all a ioke t,) him. but
1 felt a sudden revulsion. ’[’his was really creep~,: What
did he mean, someone so worried about being alone?

"What makes you think I’m afraid of being alone?"
"\Veil last night y+mr body ierked when y~m told us

’,+)u were ah)ne. Thai’,, not the usual invitation fi)r
c,)mpam" - Tm here alone, an(| I want your c,)mpanv,
’,t, ~p terking b,~k’!"’

Ite paused, str+)kcd a piece +)l’h;ur hack Ix:hind his
ear. an,:| looked at me like he knew he’d have mc by the

end of" the dav. I was repulsed.
"[Tsuallv when a woman hits +m us like that she~

pretty conhdent about I~ing alone that she can find
s<)mcone to keep her company. But ")’()u, weren’t
that way at all, s,) I lusl assume(.| that you told us that
because you were subconsciously afraid,"

"lcsus! [)(~ v()u a]wa;’~, anjhrze pe(~plc y,)u’ve lUSl

tnt:i hkc that? :\nd ’~tlat the hell dr) ~+)u think I’d 
.d;nud. ,f? (iuv~ Itkc x. ,u, nlal he?’+

i UStln stared ;it me, and t hcn ~r< )pped smLhng. "1 .~ )( 
,%ara, I thm’t know whul 1%t.i’, thinking. I lUSt wanted
l(I wakc %llu up."

+’\Vcll, ncxl iilne, why d,.n’t v-u iust call my
raihcr lhau Sl;iriili~ dllscn ai illc like a crazed ps)’sh+x 

almllsi had a hcart-athick. Aitd I wusn’t hitting lul %lltl

guys, I iust came l(i retrieve inl rult.’’

ttc hackcd .ut of thc tent dt.w and I ntadc m;’ way
out. \~i: stood t]lcing each c’,ihcr ai arnl~,-lcngth, ills
eves resting somewhere <in nl’~ v+’alst level, he h)()ked

up ai mv face ap<)Iogeucall).

"l really didn’t mean anything," he said s~)tily. "St)me
times I just don’t realize what l’m doing." For the first
time, but certainly not the last. 1 was remimled of Cab
vin~ behavior after he had acted violendv in the class-
r,,,~m+ .Justin also reminded mc ,)t all those white guys
1 had ever met who thought they could get me into
bed iust by explaining rhar ’all guys are animals, and any
g’uy whu claims otherwise is Mng.

1 looked up at the ski; away from his face. Tufts of
Cirrus clouds lay iust above the rim of the canyon and
sunlight danced on the rock wall.

"Where’s Ryan?" I asked, trying to talk about some-
thing else. Whv I didn’t run away from him right there,
1 will probably never knoss:

"Ht’~ at the ranger sration h)oking at some maps."
"Are you guys planning something?"
"\\b rhought we’d kwk it around here for another day

and then backpack t() st)me hot spnngs t() the N<)rth
< )f }1ere."

"1 h),,~ h)ng arc v,)u g<)tng fi)rT" 1 asked.
"\Veil the hike t(,i the spru~lzs takes ah.)ut tw,) 

we’ll prohablv soak f-r a day and then head back the
next morning. So about fivc days.’"

1 I.oked back at the canyon walls. How c.uld anwme
sxant h) leave this caI1V( )FI? "[’hcn2’s s~ i n/uch heaulv 

peace here, I couldn’t imuginc Icavin~ vcl.

"\\~."vc been here ah<,ui tixc da\’s alrcad’< s(, 

th,,ught wc sh~)uld cl~cck out rhc I’,ackc<)untrv.’" tic
leaned down and squatted. I lc was h),)kLng tip ;It the
c.ln’%t)n ~t alls. "\’,Iu’rt’ wl’lc<)nlc n, c()tnc if ’~)U W;Ull.

I kn,,\~ I lust ficaked v(.u 4,ut, arid UI11 ,<,m. Ma~bc
I can inake it up n) v,)u.. " Ill’, v(,ICt’ fadcd :is it" he

dcclded not t+) ’+,av the rest.

1 w<)ndercd h(~ hc th()ught hc could inakc It up I(1
me. "I’ll think ah.)ur il," I said, aln’losi ctltirch dismiss-
ing the idea.

I heard someone u’alking toward us and looked to
see Rvan walking itm, die camp carrying french bread
and a ha]f-gal]cln ()f +)range lulcc.

"\\e really n~ugh it oul hcrc, dlm’i wc Justin?" 
called.

"’N<)thinG but the wor’~t - t ).J. and frc’nch bread. Hase
v(,u catch?" Justin asked mr.

I shook my hcad. "l|ev, can 1 h.)k at the nngretlients
fi)r the french bread?"

"’Be m) guest," hc said, handing mc the baG,
I quickl} scanned the ingredients fi)r dair} pr,)ducts.
"I)+) w)u mind if I have s(>me?" I asked Justin. 

seemed tt) be completely out ill t|ae convcrsation by
m)w. He was standing by his tent, neatly rolling his
gear into tight bundles. |to suddenly dr,,pped t<) the
gr<)und and began h) th) push-ups. I Its muscles flexed
under his tattoed skin. 1 sudden\’ realized that 1 was
staring. There was somcthm~ strange ah<)ut the way
he was acting.

"! te’s really into cxcrctsc,"J ustin exphuned. ",’\ny’arax;
that’s why l offered. What were w)u h)oking fi)r in 
ingredients anyway?"

"( )h, i’m vegan."
"’No ".x’a); are you really? Isn’t that hard?" Justin

asked.
Rvan Grunted in dis£mst, apparendy in rcsp<mse t~)

.ur c<mversatitm. |% was resting from his set of push-
ups, sitting cross-legged, his arms wrapped around his
knees.

1 i~,m~)red the fact that Rvan was staring at us. After
a fcw moments ~)f awkward silencc he went back t(~
his push-ups. "Was it hard fi)r you guys tt, buy that ( )J.
and french bread?" 1 asked Justin.

"N(). 1 guess [ see your point. But what about tither
stuff, isn’t it hard to get enough pr<~tein?"

I had heard this comment so man}’ times that I barely
felt like answering.

"’Give me a break, tell you what, why dtm’r you iust
watch what 1 cat today and you’ll see how eas) it is."

"So ynu’ll hang out with us, then?" he asked.
"Why wouldn’t 17"
"Well, I don’t know: I thought maybe you would iust

go off tm your own. 1 mean, alter what happened."
"What happened?" Ryan asked impetuousl):
Justin glared at him and Rvan dropped the subiect.

Justin handed us some bread. Wc h<)th quickly devoured
them.

"()h, my god, you ~nays hungry <)r what?" .Justin
asked, laughmg.

1 smiled at Justin, carefid not to look at Ryan. I
decided it) forg~ve Justin. I]c iUSt hacln’t realizcd how
I would interpret waking up m see him staring at me.
It was obvious that I’w regretted the incident.

"Pleasc, sir, can 1 have another?" Ryan asked shyl);
mimicking ()liver Twist.

"Nt)! Yuu must lick your bowl first?" Jusun yclled
sardonicall}~

I looked artmnd to see if am .f the campers in dose
proximity had heard and then burst out laughing. 1 sal
tt~wn on the picnic table and looked up at the skv as
lustin hamlcd me snmc m-re hread. 1 lav back r~n the
tablP and let the laughter and sunshine wash over me
like rain.
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Activist Vocab

List!!!
(note: this is a joke. j-o-k-e, as in "not to be taken

seriously.")

New to the anti-globalization movement or radi-

cal student cliques? Here’s some vocabulary to get

you started .....

Revolution: The end goal of whatever you’re

doing. For example, when sitting in three hour

meetings, remember to drop constant references

to the revolution, to remind you why you’re there.

If anyone asks you what it is, don’t be able to articu-

late an answer.

Revolutionary: A synonym for good. As in "this

tofu tastes totally revolutionary!" or "wow, that

sweater looks really revolutionary on you."

Corporate/Corporation/Administration: These

are dirty words. Use them as insults. "God, Suzie,

you’re so... corporate!" "Give me back my tofu, you

fucking administration?"

Bourgeois: Another insult. Pronounced "boo-

iwah," but often abbreviated to "boo-jee’~ Used to

describe anything that’s not"revolutionary." "This

tofu has seasonings. That’s sooooo bourgeois."

Privilege/privileged: Also insults. Used to dis-

credit your friends. "You just don’t un.derstand

because you’re so privileged." Or "It’s just your

privilege that’s making you act that way."

Oppre~¢ion/oppressed: Used to give you credit.

"I’m so oppressed. Check out my oppression."

Money: Never, ever, under any circumstances admit

to having any. Constantly talk about how broke/

poor you are.

Socialist/Anerchist: You are one of these. Pick

one. It doesn’t matter which. If you are a socialist,

you will sell newspapers and the anarchists will talk

shit about you for it. If you are an anarchist, you will

wear all black and break windows of Starbucks and

McDonalds and the socialists will talk shit about

Either way, if you are one, you can’t be

friends with anyone who is the other.

Capitalism:The root of all evil. If something sucks,

blame it on capitalism. "1 can’t find my other

shoe! That’s just the way things are in a capitalist

system."

Smash the Statel: Something fun to say that

doesn’t really mean anything. Try yelling it; it’s fun!

LET’S PRACTICE OUR NEW VOCABULARY!

Example Sentences:

I. Jack: "That dress looks really revolutionary on

Alice. rm really oppressed, and I don’t have

any money. Wanna...smash the state.., with me?"

Alice: "I can tell by your black clothes that you’re

an anarchist. That’s so corporate. And smashing

the state is such a bourgeois pastime. You’re exer-

cising your male privilege by asking me to smash

the state with you. You can just go administration

yourselfi Wanna buy a newspaper?"

2. Katie: "Fuck, I just smashed the window of the

Ch~ Caf~ by mistake when I was trying to smash

the window of Starbucks! l’m so corporate! l’m

hopelessly bourgeois!"

Alan: "It’s okay, that’s just the way things are struc-

tured under a capitalist system. After the revolu-

tion, it’ll all be better."

Now you try it:

At the revolution the other day, a

tried to sell me a newspaper. Since I’m an

I ~’ear __ clothes and

smash so I wasn’t interested in buying

the newspaper. I told her,"Selling

is so and you’re just

"She replied that I’m only saying

that because I’m , which isn’t
true. I’m really really , and I have
no She just doesn’t understand

how I am. I mean, smashing

is super

That’s what the is all about. Yeahl

(because if I can’t make fun of myself, I have no

place making fun of anyone else....)

Interview with the OSL

(Libertarian Socialist

Organization) of Argentina

The new indicator conducted an inter-
view with the OSL, an anarchist group
who was integral in organizing the
December uprising in Argentina. If you
want the original Spanish version, email
ni@libertad.ucsd.edu, and we’ll email it
to you.

What is the political philosophy of
the Libertarian Socialist Organization
(OSL)?

The OSL is a political anarchist orga-
nization. We say that there is a false belief
that associates anarchism with chaos, ter-
rorism, disorganization and fanatic indi-
vidualism, and often with a musical rhythm
or the current counterculture. Actually,
anarchism has been and is one of the alter-
native ideologies of the oppressed and
exploited classes.

Where anarchism has had influence in
the course of history is in the groups made
up mostly of workers and peasants. Anar-
chism was present in the peasant struggles
in the Ukraine during the Bolshevik Revo-
lution, in the collectivizations of land and
factories in the period of the Spanish Rev-
olution, and in the birth of the workers’
movement in Europe. Argentina exempli-
fies this trend.

Is it possible to have similar popular
work without organization? In terror, in
apathy, in inattention? Evidently not, and
the collective action of resistance, dig-
nity, and revolution of those at the bottom
is the primary material after which anar-
chism has been modeled and which have
been converted into tools for the liberation
which is so integral to women and men.
Nevertheless, it’s not common to hear talk
of libertarian organizations. Generally,
people think that the anarchists only put
together works of propaganda, and that
the social transformations enacted were
spontaneous, inevitable acts.

But there is a current in anarchism,
inherited by the founders of the OSL -
declared by Bakunin, outlined by Malat-
esta, developed by the exiled Ukrainian
group Dido Trouda and compiled by the
Umguayan Anarchist Federation in 1955.
It has been put into practice .in Latin
America, and promotes a profound cri-
tique of the fragmented state in which we
find anarchism and of the imprecise the-
odes that many times are empty of class
and revolution.

This is part of the heritage that gave
birth to the OSL, an anarchist product of
the class struggle, a tool for political mili-
tancy; social and popular, class-based and
revolutionary. The OSL does not cease
to build itself because it doesn’t rest in
abstractions, but is a result of the experi-
ences of the oppressed.

What do you think will happen in
Argentina? What would you like to
happen?

The future in this place is unpredict-
able. A period has opened in which the
dominant classes cannot resolve the crisis
and the popular classes don’t have the
necessary level of organization to imple-
ment another system of life. The confron-
tations succeeded, but without resolution.
We have initiated a process that comes
from a rich heritage of popular struggle,
but which needs new tools to grow. All
ways of opportunity have been opened for

the revolutionary forces.
We need to have ideological discus-

sions in the neighborhoods in which we
live so our popular organizations will have
membership. We need to work with the
rest of the organizations in the areas in
which we have a presence to evaluate what
succeeded and to make tools to confront
the state terror and constitute a popular
organization. It is a work of conversing,
of seeing, of fighting against the lack of
confidence in the collective, and against
fear.

Describe vour ideal socieO,

The ideal society does not exist.
Humans are in permanent conflict and
anarchism does not mean the suppression
of that conflict. We propose a society in
which liberty of people is highly valued
and in which the dominion of some over
others is unheard of, a society in which
the resources of society are at the disposi-
tion of all who need them.

What happened in December? What role
did the OSL play?

On the 20th of December, we reclaimed
the streets, the public space, to make poli-
tics. Anarchists were found in the most
absolute dispersion throughout. In the
street skirmishes, individuals were seen
collecting stones, and our militants shared
the work of organizing barricades with
other force, but talking in minimal expres-
sions. The revolt in Argentina was a huge
learning experience.

The role of the political organization of
the anarchists during this was to partici-
pate in each and every new space that was
opened, to maintain that which sustains us
before a popular rebellion, and to propel
the debates of organization and proposals
for a program which would make a social-
ist, libertarian society.

What can Americans who want to help
you do?

We think that the best help that Amer-
icans can give to Latin Americans is to
struggle much and hard there to make
the U.S. government take their hands off
our resources, stop intervening in Latin
American politics, stop sending troops of
invasion, and make the U.S. embassies
stop preparing state attacks and political
crimes. Get them to dismantle the instal-
lations of U.S. bases in Argentina and
Latin America and retire the marines in
Salta, in Colombia, in Puerto Rico, in
Panama. This is the struggle today, it is
not only one struggle, for the mere pres-
ence of Uncle Sam in our land is oppres-
sive. It is not a presence of help, it is one
of exploitation.

In particular, the OSL counts on a series
of projects that require financial help to
be put together. In general, we ask revo-
lutionary brothers and sisters thin live in
areas of the planet where it is possible
to raise money hy parties, concerts, and
donations to put together a collection for
individuals and collectives here.

Failure:
continued from back page

bers of the Supreme Court broke the law
and appointed Bush president, without any
consultation with the Congress or the any
regard for national or international public
support, this appointed president used his
illegitimate and fantasy mandate to unilat-
erally scrap the ABM treaty with Russia.
Anyone who has read anything in detail
about "’missile defense" knows that it is
primarily about military dominance and
control and will result in an escalation of
the nuclear arms race, putting weapons in
space (also against an earlier treaty), and
basically promoting instability and more
desperate forms of violence throughout
the world. Of course, to those who profit
from war and instability, and to those who
seek to dominate, these are all good things.
But security is essentially not what they
are about.

The interests of this illegal administra-
tion have been made abundantly clear time
and again: the perpetuation and growth of
an unaccountable, undemocratic corporate
capitalist state, constant state of war (with
wars chosen for their corporate interests)
which means constant profits for the prof-
iteers of war (Bush, Sr. of the Carlyle
Group, Dick Cheney, and Donald Rums-
feld and the millions they made offofthe
fallout of the Gulf War, included), con-
sistent disregard for international law and
treaties, a brazen cartoon cowboy nation-
alist chauvinism, a total disrespect for
the movements of the environment, labor,
civil rights and global justice, a distaste
for civil liberties and constitutional law,
and more unemployment, lower wages,
lost health care, lost retirement security,
more racism, and more general INsecurity
for American citizens and all other work-
ers.

As an individual who has embraced
the philosophy of nonviolence, I oppose
any militarism or war in general as crimes
against humanity. Specifically, as a United
States Marine Corps Gulf War veteran for
peace and global socioeconomic justice
and as a committed libertarian socialist,
1 oppose any modem war, since modem
war inevitably causes the death of numer-
ous noncombatants (and therefore is ille-
gal by international law as well as being
an act itself of international terrorism) and
the reasons for such war are inconspic-

uously tied up with imperialism and the
dehumanizing profit based system inher-
ent in capitalism.

Bush’s current war, planned long before
September 11, is serving as the bold faced
role rather than the exception to this claim.
Organize against war and the further mil-
itarization of our society? Defend civil
rights and liberties. Promote nonviolence,
a peace economy, the universal necessity
of the basic human rights of food, shelter,
health care, and education for all. Let’s
listen to the opinion of those who offer an
alternative vision of nonviolent and legal
ways of dealing with terror: alternative
visions put forth by Dr. Noam Chomsky,
several respected Human Rights groups,
the Green Party, the Catholic Church, the
Global Justice movement and the major-
ity of citizens in the world. Namely, work
in a diplomatic fashion to bring the crim-
inals to justice in an International Court
of Law, honestly work towards investigat-
ing the root causes of the criminal acl,
and then after global democratic discus-
sion and deliberation outline policy that
will help resolve or eliminate the cir-
cumstances or issues surrounding such
causes.

Primarily, the easiest way to reduce
terror in the world, as Chomsky has clearly
stated, is to stop participating in it.

I encourage everyone to educate your-
self and others: read Dr. Marx, Dr. King
and Dr. Ch0msky, and consider the medi-
cine they prescribe. Dig deeper for second
opinions. Use the resources so freely
available to us most privileged people.
Let’s truly end all terrorism, including the
state terrorism that dominates our culture
and the world today.

Only a mass of us coming together and
standing up to this madness will put an
end to it. We must demand it and we
DO have the power. If nothing else each
of us can choose to embrace the philos-
ophy of nonviolence and sharing in our
daily lives: I believe that this does have an
impact as well, even if we simply share
those thoughts with one other person.
Thank you all for listening. To thine own
self be true. Good Night and God Bless
Us, Everyone.

Glen Motil, Poet
Student of Poetry & Political Theory, Uni-
versity of California, San Diego, Depart-
ment of Literature
United States Marine Corps Gulf War Vet-
eran for Peace and Social Justice

Architecture:
continued from page 4

place. People need places to showcase
their individuality, so the concrete walled
areas of the corridors could serve as areas
to showcase student’s achievements and
photographs of upcoming e~,ents. Accord-
ing to class subject, each department could
have an area to display what they learn at
school through examples of school proj-
ects. ]’his would establish a sense of com-
manity and pride. This would also help
in navigating around the school since, as
Vargas comments, "it is easy to get lost on
campus," given the monotony.

Fascist government takes away fun-
damental human rights and is paralleled
in forms of modem architecture that
embraces the principles of overwhelming
scale and dismal planes of concrete. It
is ironic that in our democratic society
we have embraced a form of architecture
that opposes free will. Under this type of
school setting students are subjected to
elements that dominate, dictate, and disci-
pline. People have certain needs such as
privacy, a sense of ownership, commu-
nit)’, and individuality - civil liberties cher-
ished in a democracy. School is a place to

learn about new ideas, meet and interact
with different cultures; campus life should
reflect those values. We need to embrace
more architecture and design on school
campus that promote democratic ideals,
like that of the Ch~ Cafe at UCSD and
San Jacinto College. To impose a jail-like
setting on individuals who are supposed
to be free is shameful. Fascist architecture
in schools is degrading and reinforces a
hierarchy in which the power of school
administration takes priority over student
education.

-Adrienne Dorig
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new indicator

"There’s No Success Like Failure"
()kay, I probably shouldn’t have but
I did listen to our nominal president’s
State of the Union address. Usually, one
must wade through all the congratulatory’
remarks and salutations belbrc one comes
to the first bold lace lie in such speeches.
t:lush’s lie came with the opening state-
mont. It is worse than a lie, it is an absur-
dity and gives us a glimpse at skewed
perception of the Bush/Chcncy/RunlsfcldJ
Ashcrofl regime.

+’As we gather tonight, our nation is at
war, our economy is in recession, and the
civilized world faces unprecedented dan-
gers. Yet the state our union has never
been stronger."

First ’+our nation is at war": 1 agree,
even though no nation-state has declared
war on the United States and Congress has
not declared war on any other nation-state
(as required by the U.S. Constitution). 
agree, even though, when it comes to the
captive combatants from the "war," we
refuse to grant them "prisoners of war,"
status, because, after all, this is not a real
war.

For the sake of argument, let us agree
that it is a war. Well, war, by most
accounts, is a failure of foreign policy,
politics and diplomacy. This is not the
point of view of a radical. Any honest sol-
dier, Marine, sailor or air warrior will tell
you the same. So Bush is admitting that
U.S. foreign policy has failed under his
watch.

Secondly, "our economy is in reces-
sion": well, that states the case for itself:
the U.S. government has failed its people
economically, once again, under Bush’s
watch. The U.S. has gone from record
surplus into deficit spending in the matter
of one year. We face increased unem-
ployment, lost health care security, more
homelessness.

Finally, the "civilized world faces
unprecedented dangers": well, 1 have to
agree with that as well, although since
Bush does not define "civilized world;’ 1
suppose it is open to interpretation. For
me, a "civilized world," is a the world
of the people who desire peace, freedom,
social justice and democracy. And yes, in
that case we of the civilized world (pac-
ifists, libertarians, socialists and liberal
activist reformers) are facing the largest
crisis of our lives. The enemy being those
who embrace violence, repression, a dis-
regard for human rights and support either
undemocratic corporate or religious tyr-
anny. Unfortunately, our own government
is in this camp.

Okay, so the first sentence paints a
grim picture: we have failed you politi-
cally, economically and socially. But then
he goes on to say "The state of our union
has never been stronger." I had to take a
major double-take when I first heard these
words. Failure, when it comes to national
politics, does not seem to me to translate
into "strength." A great leap of logic is
necessary. Bob Dyan’s words "there is no
success like failure" come to mind. [insert
applause here]

Bush does not seem to find any corre-
lation between being at war (to the tune
of proposed spending up to one billion
dollars a day for killing, destruction and
militarism) and being in a recession. He
did not mention what was on everyone’s
mind: The Enron scandal, featuring his
good friends, largest campaign contrib-
utor and several key members of his ille-
gal administration. He did name some
domestic proposals that make him sound
like a democrat (such as unemployment
insurance, extended health care, and Head
Start funds). This proves that these issues
are more important to people than his
intended stated "cure" of more corporate
welfare and other tax cuts for the wealthy

and more money tbr the war profiteers
that he had been so outspoken about over
the last several months. We will sec if he
is as good as the democrats at saying one
thing and doing quite the opposite.

There were several lies about the cur-
rent state of Afghanistan. The internal
political turmoil between the various tribal
"warlords" and drug-runners is thr from
over as recent reports have attested. The
bombing has not ended. There is still
a very urgent humanitarian crisis made
exponentially worse by the bombing. We
will only find out in time if they are "free
of oppression," and to call the women of
Afghanistan "free," even now is stretching
things to the limit. Afghanistan will only
truly be free when it is democratically run
without any outside interference. This is
a dream for the world, let alone Afghani-
stan.

The truth of the latest war is that the
United States has killed more noncomba-
tants than were killed in the acts of Inter-
national Terrorism on September 1 !. The
conservative count was estimated at over
4,000 Afghan civilians killed in Decem-
ber. It surely has increased since then.
Combatant causalities (not humans, if you
listen to the media) must number in the
several tens of thousands at least. We
killed a lot of people, displaced many
more, and destroyed the infrastructure of
the land of yet another very poor and
oppressed people. We allied ourselves
with known rapists, murders and war crim-
inals, who did most of the dirty work.
We failed to capture the alleged "master-
minds" behind the acts of terror, let alone
"bring them to justice." It is becoming
more clear every day, that the purpose for
all of this, all along, is oil and corporate
interest in the area. The appointment as
"special envoy to Afghanistan" of right-
wing militarist and self-described national
security "doctrine" scholar Zalmay Kha-
lidzad, a former employee of Unocal and
former leading advocate within that cor-
poration calling for an oil pipeline through
Afghanistan and friendly relations with
the Taliban to serve such purpose, has
left little doubt as to what the killing and
destruction in Afghanistan is really about.
The Taliban regime needed to be toppled
because it was not complying with United
States corporate interests, so it must be
replaced with an equal, ly internally oppres-
sive, hut externally submissive client
regime. The strategic importance of having
military forces and control of populations
in Central and South Asia has been an
historical given since empires were first
dreamed up. Dick Cheney, the man whose
heart does not work properly, and friends
have nearly perfected the cynical manipu-
lation of public good will for the purpose
of making money off of carnage and oil.
Now Bush w~nts more of the same.

Well, all the papers could comment
on the morning after Bush’s State of the
Union is Bush’s reference, nearly a dec-
laration of war, on Iraq, Iran and North
Korea (!?). Well, for those who have not
been paying attentionIthe U.S. has been
in a one sided war on the people of Iraq
for over a decade now. Bombings and
economic sanctions have killed millions,
mostly children. This is all well docu-
mented. The U.S. did "finish the job" in
1991 because the "job," was to push the
Iraqi military out of the Kuwait, in order
to "liberate" the dictatorship there for cor-
porate oil. The "job" was not to topple a
government of a sovereign nation. People
forget that, and they also forget that many
of my friends, and possibly yours truly
would have been killed if the Marines had
advanced on to Baghdad that fateful Feb-
ruary. They also forget that aside from
this being impractical, reckless and uneth-

ical, such an action would also be illegal
and hypocritical. Afterall, our pretense for
being there in the first place was because
Iraq "invaded" a sovereign state. Illegal-
ity and hypocrisy are the norm, however,
in the United State’s decade long cow-
ardly occupation of Iraqi airspace.

The Iraqi infrastructure was totally dis-
seminated by the end of the Gulf war.
The U.S. dropped bombs the equivalent of
seven Hiroshimas. Over 200,000 people
were killed in the bombing. There has
been no Marshall plan for lraq. lraq is
not a threat and will not be any time soon.
Why do the people of the U.S. hate the
Iraqi people so much? (one CNN unsci-
entific poll found over 60% would support
an escalation in hostilities there). What
has the government of Iraq done to the
United States in the last ten years that even
comes close to what the U.S. has done to
the people of lraq? It baffles, sickens and
saddens me, and this is a deeply personal
issue.

lran is another story. I encourage
people to read recent history of this great
land and its peoples. Our own CIA
installed a brutal dictatorship there in 1954
(also well documented), once again 
control oil interests, and we have been
inheriting the fruits of that action since
that event. Revolutionaries everywhere
can learn much (lessons and mistakes)
from the events of lran in 1979. Perhaps
one should review the contents of the
Iran-Contra affair proceedings for some
insight. It is also interesting to point out
that the Iranian government were among
the first to condemn the Taliban and the
Taliban’s version of Islam: they did this
while U.S., for reasons of corporate oil
interest, were praising the new regime o(
Afghanistan.

Finally, North Korea. This tiny country
remained isolated for almost the entirety
of its Stalinist (state capitalist) existence.
In recent years, North and South Korea
have made serious strides to a true peace,
reconciliation and perhaps one day, unifi-
cation. In February 2001, less than one
month after he was selected president,
Bush, perhaps due to ignorance and blun-
der, perhaps due to other reasons, single
handedly disrupted/sabotaged that peace
process and encouraged new hostility.
Don’t believe me, read the news articles
of that time and decide for yourself.

Bush does not mention the Stalinist
(state capitalist) regime of China (which
has just entered the WTO as a major
trading partner), the repressive Wahhabist
(read Taliban-like) regime of Saudi Arabia
(and if you want to look for fanatical
pseudo-religious cult-like terrorism--look
here first), or the state terrorism that Israel
is using, under the leadership of war crim-
inal Sharon, in its illegally occupied ter-
ritories in Palestine (funded by your U.S.

tax dollars).
If nothing else the video find in Decem-

ber of Bin Laden hanging out with fellow
gangsters and praising the criminals of
September 11 and rejoicing in the rec-
ollection of an act of terror (not unlike
Rumsfeld’s near nightly fireside chats)
proves the culpability of elements within
the Saudi intelligence community and
government. It was widely reported, but
not at all emphasized or investigated that
the man Bin Laden was talking to in the
video was a cleric from Saudi Arabia who
was smuggled into Afghanistan for the
meeting by Saudi religious intelligence.
15 of the 19 alleged highjackers of 9-11
are from Saudi Arabia, as is Bin Laden
himself, but there have been no calls for
that government to prosecute those who
support and fund such activities within
their own borders; no ultimatum either
for the Saudis to transform their own
regime or face total annihilation, unless, of
course, you listen to one dangerous senator
from Arizona. Unlike John McCain, how-
ever--who remains a mental prisoner of
warIl am not advocating that such polices
need to be implemented, but merely point-
ing out the double standard and the stan-
dard hypocrisy. Each of these areas has
nonviolent, democratic resistance voices
(as did Afghanistan and Kosovo), but
apparently Bush does not want to change
the situation in any of these areas for the
better.

On the domestic front there are very
dangerous things happening for any hope
of real democracy that may remain in our
corporate capitalist s’tate. I have to agree
with Nobel Prize winning Afro-American
novelist Toni Morrison in her assessment
that we may be witnessing the "Nazifica-
tion of cur society."

Homeland Security---or the militariza-
tion of civilian life in the United StatesIa
project decades in the works--has accel-
erated beyond the wildest dreams of every
right-winger. Basic civil rights and liber-
ties that have taken years of struggle and
that were won with the very lives of our
most courageous citizens and workers are
being shredded and disregarded, starting
with--but certainly not ending with--the
overwhelming congressional support for
the so called USA PATRIOT act and the
unilateral decision by the executive branch
for the use of military tribunals instead
of courts of law. The campaign for a
moratorium on the racist death penaltyI

the eradication of which is a sign of
any mature civilization--has international
support but has been pushed even further
beyond rational consideration once again.

Here, once again, security is not on
the minds of the powers that be. On
December 12, one year after five mere-

continued inside on page 11


